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Many scientists and clinicians worldwide are engaged in leading-edge research with 

the Harmony® HiResolution® Bionic Ear System (Harmony). Their new and provocative 

results often are presented during scientific conferences that reflect the rapid pace of 

technological development in the field of cochlear implantation. The purpose of this 

publication is to provide a sampling of some of the up-to-date basic science and clinical 

work related to Advanced Bionics (AB) technology presented at conferences in 2007  

and 2008. This collection of presentations is arranged behind tabs by topic. AB hopes 

you will enjoy this state-of-the-art sample of research with Harmony. We thank the 

authors of each presentation for their research efforts and for allowing reproduction 
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AuToSound™ And ConnECTiviTy

Through AutoSound’s innovations—like Cd-quality 16-bit audio analysis, wide programmable input dynamic range, and 
dual-action automatic gain control (AGC)—the Harmony® and Auria® ear-level sound processors deliver HiResolution® 
(HiRes) Sound, a family of processing strategies designed to preserve and deliver sound with high fidelity. independent 
published reports, where subjects were matched on the ability to hear speech in quiet, indicate that AutoSound’s features, 
especially the programmable 80-dB input dynamic range and dual-action AGC, provide better listening in real-world 
environments than competitive systems.1,2

in addition, a variety of accessories offers improved connectivity to audio devices such as MP3 and Cd players, cellular 
phones, FM systems, and other assistive technologies—designed to make listening easier in real-world acoustic conditions. 
These accessories include the T-Mic®, which provides direct wireless access to cellular telephones and consumer audio 
headphones. The T-Mic’s location within the concha also takes advantage of the sound filtering effects of the pinna for 
better hearing in noise and improved sound localization.  The presentations below highlight the listening benefits derived 
from AutoSound and the T-Mic.
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Background Cochlear implant sound processors need to apply more compression 
to the acoustic signal than acoustic hearing aids, because of the very limited 
dynamic range of electric hearing. However, compared to the work which has been 
done to optimize Automatic Gain Control (AGC) parameters for hearing aids 
[Moore and Glasberg, 1988], little has been done for cochlear implants. This work 
compared two types of single-channel AGC: a fast-acting syllabic compressor 
(AGC1) and the dual-time-constant system (AGC2) developed in Cambridge 
[Moore and Glasberg, 1991]. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of AGC2; the time 
constants are given in table 1. Two gain-control loops are used, one responding 
quickly to protect the user from sudden intense events, the other acting slowly to 
maintain essentially a constant volume. The loop with the higher control voltage, 
usually the slow loop, determines the gain and the fast loop acts only when needed 
to deal with sudden increases in sound level. Usually, the gain changes slowly, 
avoiding distortion of the temporal envelope, and hence, in principle, maximizing 
speech intelligibility.

Method A group of six profoundly deaf adult subjects was studied. The subjects were 
post-lingually deafened, unilaterally implanted, and used the Advanced Bionics Auria® 
sound processor with either the CII or HiRes90K implant. All subjects had implant 
experience of at least three years and hence had stable programs, created using the 
SoundWave® fitting software. Subject demographics are shown in table 2.

Initially, a baseline measurement was made using the “standard” program, which was 
based on AGC2. Subjects were then fitted using research software which allowed the 
AGC algorithm to be selected from AGC1 or AGC2. Where possible, all other program 
parameters remained unaltered. Subjects were randomly allocated to start with either 
AGC1 or AGC2. After programming, basic comfort was checked and the subject held a 
conversation for approximately ten to fifteen minutes using the new program. Speech 
perception with the new program was then assessed (except for subject 1). This is 
referred to as “acute” measurement. The subject returned one month later for 
re-assessment after long-term use.

Following assessment of the program used over the past month, the alternative AGC 
program was fitted. Comfort was again checked, and after a brief acclimatization 
period speech perception was assessed. The subject returned one month later for 
re-assessment, and was then re-fitted with their clinical program. If changes to the 
program were required, these were then made in the routine clinical manner.

Two speech perception tests were used: One measured percent correct for a fixed 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The other used an adaptive procedure to measure the 
speech reception threshold (SRT), while the overall level was varied over a 20-dB range. 
For both tests, the background sound was unmodulated speech-shaped noise. A 
sentence had typically six words all of which were scored. The fixed SNR was selected 
for each subject in pilot trials to give a score in the range 30% to 70% correct. Once an 
SNR was assigned, this was used in all subsequent test sessions. The sentences came 
from the HSM test [Hochmair-Desoyer et al., 1997].

A practice list was always given for each speech test before data were collected. Each 
data point was based on two lists of HSM sentences (40 sentences) for the fixed SNR 
test, and a total of 30 sentences for the SRT score. Except during practice, no test list 
was repeated during the study.

Table 1: Time constants for fast-acting (AGC1) and dual-loop (AGC2)
Automatic Gain Control algorithms, in ms (ANSI, 1996)

Table 2: Subject demographics. Times are in years. Acute data were available for subjects
2 to 6. Data after long-term experience were available for all six subjects.

Results Figure 2 shows the fixed-SNR results for individual subjects: “�”represent the 
five acute measurements, while “�” represent the six measurements made after 
long-term experience. All data points appear above the diagonal (blue line) meaning 
that all subjects scored better with AGC2 than with AGC1. The scores after long-term 
experience appear closer to the leading diagonal suggesting that learning takes place 
with long-term experience of AGC1.

Two two-way within-subjects ANOVAs were conducted, based on the five complete sets 
of results, one for the fixed-SNR test and one for the SRT test. The factors were AGC 
type and test type (acute versus long-term). For the fixed-SNR test, performance was 
significantly better for AGC2 than for AGC1(F(1,4) = 243.3, p < 0.001: long-term 
results shown on the left of figure 3).

The effect of test type was marginally significant (p = 0.052), as was the interaction 
(p = 0.071), reflecting the finding that the improvement with practice was, on average, 
greater for AGC1 than for AGC2. For the SRT test, performance was significantly better 
for AGC2 than for AGC1 (F(1,4) = 94.8, p < 0.001: long-term results shown on the 
right of figure 3), but there was no significant effect of test type (p > 0.5) and no 
interaction (p >0.5). Overall, the results clearly indicate better performance with AGC2 
than with AGC1.

Discussion While significantly better performance was found for AGC2 when tested in 
noise, all subjects were able to make use of both AGC algorithms. Little difference was 
reported between AGC types when listening in quiet, underlining the importance of 
testing in noise. Apart from two subjects requesting a modest increase in volume for 
AGC1, no other program changes were required to accommodate the algorithm 
change. One subject commented that AGC1 might sound a little more “damped” than 
AGC2. Since the clinical program incorporated AGC2, little learning was expected for 
the AGC2 research program and indeed none was found. There was a trend towards a 
learning effect (difference between the acute and long-term measurements) with 
AGC1 for the fixed SNR test, but not for the roving-level SRT test. Immediately on 
changing to AGC2, large improvements in score were found, suggesting that this was a 
much stronger effect. Data from both the fixed-SNR and roving-level SRT tests were 
quite consistent. The rovinglevel SRT test was reported as being much more difficult 
than the fixed-SNR test. Subject 1 showed anomalous results, with a poor SRT for his 
long-term AGC2 test. Apart from this, all subjects scored better with AGC2 for both 
tests for both acute and long-term measurements. The magnitude of the difference 
between AGC1 and AGC2 scores was surprisingly large. This highlights the need to 
conduct testing in challenging listening conditions in order to evaluate how implant 
users are likely to perform in everyday life, the roving of presentation level being 
particularly relevant.

Conclusions The dual-loop AGC system (AGC2) led to significantly better performance 
than the fast-acting syllabic compressor (AGC1) when tested in competing noise. 
However, subjects reported only minor differences between the two AGC algorithms 
when listening in quiet. This underpins the need to evaluate algorithms in competing 
noise. The roving-level SRT test appears to be a useful way to evaluate AGC function. 
Future work should aim at optimizing the dual-loop AGC parameters for cochlear 
implant users.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the dual-loop AGC system (AGC2)
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Figure 2: AGC2 scores plotted against AGC1 scores for speech in
noise. The SNR for each subject was the same for AGC1 and AGC2

Figure 3. Left: group mean percent words correct (+/- 1 SD) for the long-term test with
AGC1 and AGC2 on the HSM sentences presented in noise at a fixed SNR. Right: mean
SRT scores for the same subjects, tested at the same times, with presentation level roved 

randomly over a 20-dB range. Lower SRTs indicate better performance.
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Evaluation of the Harmony™ Processor and T-Mic® in Children
Mary Joe Osberger1, Lisa Cowdrey2, Kristen Lewis2, Kristin Lisbona2

1Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA (USA) 2Midwest Ear Institute, Kansas City, MO (USA)

INTRODUCTION
The Harmony™ behind-the-ear (BTE) processor, which implements 16-bit CD-
quality front-end signal processing, was designed to deliver better sound clarity,
thereby potentially improving patient outcomes.  The results from a recent study
with adults showed that the majority of the subjects rated speech as more natural
and easier to understand, environmental sounds as more distinct, and music as
sounding better with Harmony compared with their own processor (Auria or PSP)
[1].

Children also might benefit from the improved clarity of sound with Harmony.  In
addition, Harmony’s built-in LED for monitoring battery status and microphone
function makes  the T-Mic™ earhook a more practical option for children,
especially the smaller T-Mic designed for pediatric users.  A recent study showed
that adults demonstrated significantly better speech recognition in noise with the
T-Mic compared to their performance with the BTE microphone, especially when
there was  spatial separation between the speech and noise (noise at a 90°
azimuth on the side of the implant) [2].  Improved speech recognition in noise
derives from the T-Mic’s location within the concha, allowing listeners to take
advantage of the sound filtering effects of the outer ear.

Another benefit of Harmony is greater power efficiency resulting in longer battery
life.  The average operating time increased from 7 to 14 hours with the
rechargeable PowerCel Slim and from 15 to 24 hours for the PowerCel Plus with
Harmony compared to the previous generation Auria BTE [1].   The longer battery
life eliminates the need for children to bring spare batteries to school, adding to
the practicality of BTE-use for this population.

In summary, the potential listening advantages with Harmony’s improved front-end
signal processing, along with the T-Mic, and longer battery life, make this
processor a more viable BTE-option for children than previous generation
processors.  The purpose of this investigation is to examine these benefits in
children.

METHODS
Subjects
Subjects are nine children with unilateral implants (n=5) or sequentially implanted
bilateral devices (n=4).  All children received CII or HiRes® 90K implants and used
HiRes sound processing except bilateral subject S03 who used SAS with his first,
previous generation CI implant.  Background and processor information appears
in Table 1 (unilateral subjects) and Tables 2 and 3 (bilateral subjects).

Table 2.  Demographics of children with bilateral implants
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Table 1.  Demographics and processor information for
children with unilateral implants
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Table 3.  Processor information for children with bilateral implants
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RESULTS
Speech Recognition on BKB-SIN
Figures 1 and 2 show the following results for the unilateral subjects:

Two subjects (S08 and S09) showed better performance with Harmony & 
T-Mic than with their own processor & BTE microphone in both noise-conditions.

Two subjects (S04 and S10) showed better performance with the Harmony &
T-Mic in one noise-condition but better or equivalent performance with own
processor & BTE microphone in the other noise-condition.

One subject (S10) showed equivalent performance in both noise-conditions.

One subject (S05) showed better performance with their own processor and
BTE microphone than with Harmony & T-Mic in both noise-conditions.
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Figure 1. BKB-SIN scores for unilateral subjects with
speech and noise from the front.

Figure 2. BKB-SIN scores for unilateral subjects with
speech and noise spatially separated.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results for the bilateral subjects. S07, S01
and S02 demonstrated better performance with Harmony & T-Mic
when speech and noise were presented from the front.  S03, who
had a Harmony & T-Mic on only one ear, demonstrated equivalent
performance.

Procedures

Baseline Assessment

Speech recognition was evaluated with subject’s own processor and BTE
microphone.

Harmony and T-Mic were fitted.  If subject’s own processor was Harmony, then
the T-Mic was fitted.  A 50/50 mixing ratio (signal split between BTE mic and 
T-Mic) was used.

Follow-Up Assessment (2 weeks after baseline)

Speech recognition was evaluated with Harmony and T-Mic.

Harmony questionnaire was complete (by parent or caregiver.

Speech Recognition Testing

BKB-SIN: Sentences in 4-talker babble [3]. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varies
from +21 to 0 dB.  Speech was  presented from the front. Performance is
expressed as SNR corresponding to 50% speech recognition (lower SNR =
better performance).  Two noise-conditions were used.

Noise from the front (no spatial separation between speech and noise).

Noise 90° toward side of implant (spatial separation of speech & noise).  For
bilateral subjects, noise 90° toward 2nd implant (presumably “poorer” ear
because of limited device use).
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Figure 4. BKB-SIN scores with speech and noise spatially
separated (noise toward second implant).
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Few studies have examined speech recognition in noise in children with implants.  To illustrate
performance in noise, the best BKB-SIN score for each subject appears in Figure 5 (lower SNR
= better performance).
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Figure 5.  Best BKB-SIN score for each subject (rank ordered).   Lower score
means better performance.

Questionnaire Results

All (9 of 9) parents preferred Harmony & T-Mic to the child’s own processor and/or microphone

 Mean strength of preference = 7.9 on a scale of 10
Weak preference = 1; strong preference = 10

 Mean rating of overall satisfaction with Harmony & T-Mic = 6.0 on a scale of 7

1 = very dissatisfied; 7 = very satisfied

Listening Performance 89% 

Ease of Use 11%

Figure 6.  Percent of parents who chose listening benefits or ease of use (from a
choice of five responses) as primary reason for their Harmony preference.

Figure 3.  BKB-SIN scores for bilateral subjects with
speech and noise from the front.

Figure 4 shows that S07 and S01 also demonstrated better performance with Harmony & T-Mic
with spatial separation of speech and noise.  S02 and S03 showed better performance with their
own processors & BTE microphone in this condition.  For S03, this condition might have
reflected noise toward the “better” performing ear with newer technology.

Parents rated those aspects of sound that were better with Harmony & T-Mic
using the scale: strongly disagree, disagree, somewhat disagree, neutral,
somewhat agree, agree, strongly agreed.

56% agreed or strongly agreed that their child understands speech better in
quiet

67% agreed or strongly agreed that their child understands speech better in
noise

67% agreed or strongly agreed that their child reported that sound was better
with Harmony

44% agreed or strongly agreed that their child understands speech better on
the phone

33% agreed or strongly agreed that their child:

Distinguishes environmental sounds better
Shows more interest in music
Speaks with better voice quality
Speaks with greater clarity
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Figure 7.  Ratings of LED functionality on a scale of 7 (1=not at all useful/very
difficult; 7=very useful/very easy).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The BKB-SIN results showed that 6 of 9 subjects demonstrated improved speech
recognition in at least one noise-condition with Harmony and T-Mic compared with
their own processor and microphone configuration. The subjects had only two
weeks to adapt to the new processor and/or microphone placement.  More
experience might yield additional improvements with this new technology.  In
addition, use of the T-Mic in the aux-only mode might result in greater benefit than
with a 50/50 mixing ratio.

Notably, all three of the bilateral subjects with CII/HiRes 90K implants in both ears
showed improved speech recognition with Harmony and T-Mic when speech and
noise were presented from the front, a very difficult listening situation with no
spatial separation between speech and noise (Figure 3).  Moreover, two of the
subjects had used their second implant for only a few months at the time of testing
(Table 3).

The results of this study also describe the speech-recognition skills in noise of
children with cochlear implants.  These results are similar to those reported for
adult cochlear implant users [4] and highlight the need to assess performance on
measures that more closely approximate real-world listening in children as well as
in adults.

The questionnaire results revealed that all parents preferred Harmony and T-Mic
to their child’s own processor and/or microphone configuration.  Notably, 89% of
them based their preference on improved listening benefits.  The results also
showed that one PowerCel lasted the school day and all waking hours for the
majority of children.  In general, the questionnaire results revealed high parental
satisfaction with the Harmony features, comfort, and ease of use.

The results at this time are preliminary due to the small sample size.  Additional
subjects will be enrolled in the study to further understand the benefits of the
Harmony and T-Mic in children.

Figure 8.  Mean ratings of Harmony comfort and ease of use on a scale of 7
(1=very uncomfortable/difficult; 7=very comfortable/very easy).
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Battery Information Reported by Parents

78% reported:
Their child uses the PowerCel Slim
The PowerCel used by their child lasts an entire school day
The PowerCel used by their child lasts all waking hours
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INTRODUCTION

Front-end signal analysis features like input dynamic range (IDR) and automatic
gain control (AGC) options have been shown to impact the ability to understand
speech in noise in adult cochlear implant recipients (e.g. Boyle et al., 2007;
Donaldson and Allen, 2003; Khajehnouri et al., 2007; Spahr and Dorman, 2007).
The ability to change the IDR also may have an impact on music enjoyment and
real-world listening performance, where a wide IDR may be beneficial.
Understanding the impact of IDR on different listening environments has
important implications for customizing implant programs and for optimizing
hearing benefit.

The primary purpose of this study is to examine the effect of IDR setting on
speech recognition in HiResolution® Bionic Ear recipients.  The second goal is to
compare and determine the preferred IDR setting with a range of stimuli (music,
environmental sounds, speech in noise, soft speech).  The Bionic Ear has the
unique flexibility to vary the IDR over a wide range using the programming
software.  The information obtained during this study should provide guidelines to
help clinicians create programs that fit the lifestyles and listening environments of
individual implant users, thereby optimizing their hearing benefit.

METHODS

Study Design
An ongoing within-subjects design is being used to evaluate the effect of IDR on
speech recognition (in quiet and in noise), and on identification of nonlinguistic
sounds.  Performance is assessed with wide (70 dB) and narrow (40 dB) IDR
settings, in two-week intervals, counterbalanced across subjects.  During the final
test session, subjects listen with both IDR settings, and compare and determine
their preference for each IDR setting when listening to different stimuli.

Subjects
Seven adults, implanted with CII or HiRes 90K devices, have completed the 4-
week protocol. The subjects all wore the Harmony BTE sound processor. One
subject (S7) was using the Harmony BTE and HiRes 120 sound processing at the
time of enrollment. Six subjects were upgraded to the Harmony BTE at the time of
enrollment, but were not upgraded to HiRes 120 to avoid the confounding effects
of acclimating to a new sound processing strategy while also evaluating different
IDR settings. Prior to entering the study, subjects typically used an IDR setting of
60 dB. Demographics appear in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Subject  demographics.

Procedures

Speech recognition, non-linguistic sounds identification, and preference ratings
were made for narrow and wide IDR settings, as detailed in Table 2. Speech
recognition measures were distributed across the study visits. NLST measures
were made at the first 2 visits. Preference ratings were done at the 3rd visit.

Strength of preference ratings for preferred IDR setting while listening to:
Connected Speech (CST) 50 dB SPL
Connected Speech (CST) 65 dB SPL
Connected Speech (CST) 65 dB SPL + 10 dB SNR
Connected Speech (CST) 65 dB SPL + 5 dB SN
Three music samples (Two classical & one jazz)

IDR Preference Ratings

NLST, Inverso & Limb – open set identification taskNon-Linguistic Sounds
Identification
(50 tokens)

AzBio sentences in quiet, 55 dB SPL
AzBio sentences in quiet, 65 dB SPL
AzBio sentences in noise, 66 dB SPL + 10 dB SNR
HINT sentences in quiet, 60 dB SPL
HINT sentences in noise, 60 dB SPL + 10 dB SNR

Speech Recognition
(20 sentences each)

Measure (administered with 40 dB IDR and 70 dB IDR)Test Type

2 to 12 yrs6.3 yrsDuration of Severe/Profound Loss  (n = 6)

6 to 36 yrs23.7 yrsDuration Hearing Loss  (n = 6)

37 to 74 yrs55.3 yrsAge at implant (n = 7)

RangeMeanVariable

Table 2. Study procedures.

RESULTS

Speech Recognition
Mean speech recognition scores for sentences in quiet were higher when subjects
used a 70 dB IDR program.

*

*

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

HINT 60 dB AzBio 65 dB AzBio 55 dB

Sentences in Quiet

40 dB IDR 70 dB IDR

Figure 1.  Mean scores for three sentence tests administered in quiet
while using two different IDR settings.

(* Significant, p<0.05)

Speech Recognition (continued)
A comparison of individual subject’s scores in quiet for HINT at 60 dB SPL and
AzBio at 55 dB SPL reveal that more difficult test material precludes ceiling
effects and is useful to highlight performance differences for the change in IDR
program setting.

Figure 2. Individual HINT (60 dB SPL) and
 AzBio (55 dB SPL) scores in quiet).

Subjects demonstrated different patterns of performance in noise and by
sentence material.  In the most difficult condition, reflecting real-world listening
(AzBio), 4 subjects showed comparable performance with both IDRs, 2 subjects
showed better performance with the narrow IDR, and 1 subject showed better
performance with the wider IDR.

Bilateral

Fidelity 120

Figure 3.  Individual HINT (60 dB SPL + 10 dB
SNR) and AzBio (65 dB SPL + 10 dB SNR).
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Effect of Input Dynamic Range
On Speech Recognition And Music Enjoyment

Jace Wolfe, PhD and Andrea Mears, AuD
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (USA)

Effect of Input Dynamic Range
On Speech Recognition And Music Enjoyment
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RESULTS (continued)

NLST (nonlinguistic sounds test)

The NLST is an open-set task wherein 50 sound tokens from five categories are
presented for identification. In this study, the NSLT sounds were presented at
approximately 65 dBA. Subjects were asked to identify the sounds while using a
narrow IDR at one visit and while using a wide IDR at another visit. Percent
correct scores were calculated for sound source identification for each of the five
categories:

Nature/Inanimate (thunder, rain)
Animal/Insect (dogs, crickets)
Mechanical/Alerting (alarm, telephone)
Human Non-Linguistic (coughing, crying)
Musical Instruments: familiar instrument playing 13, equal-duration 

notes (200 per minute)
The open-set musical instrument identification scores are lower than other closed-
set tests of instrument identification6,7, which have shown a wider range of
performance.

*

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Nature/InanimateAnimal/Insect Mech/Alert Human NL Musical Instr

Sound Source Identification

40 dB IDR 70 dB IDR

Figure 4.  Mean scores for nonlinguistic sound source
identification while using two different IDR settings.

(* Significant, p<0.05)
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Identification of Mechanical/Alerting
Sounds
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Fidelity
120

Bilateral

Figure 5.  Individual NLST scores for the
Mechanical/Alerting sounds category.

Preference Ratings
Subjects switched between IDR settings and stated a preference when listening
to:

Connected discourse in quiet (65 and 55 dB SPL) and in noise (65 
dB SPL, +10 and +5 dB SNR)

(Connected Speech Test [CST], Cox et al., 1987)
3 recordings of instrumental music
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IDR Preference - Connected
Discourse

40 dB IDR 70 dB IDR No Preference

Figure 7.  IDR preference shown as percentage of subjects
preferring 40 versus 70 dB IDR while listening

 to instrumental music passages.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

All subjects demonstrated better speech recognition in quiet with a wider (70 dB)
IDR. The effect of IDR is most obvious with difficult sentence materials presented
at a low level (AzBio @ 55 dB SPL). Subjects typically performed better in
identification of non-linguistic sounds with the wider IDR setting. The performance
difference was statistically significant for mechanical/alerting sounds. The majority
of subjects preferred a wider IDR for listening to speech in quiet, for listening to
speech in the most difficult noise condition (AzBio 65 dB SPL + 10 dB SNR), and
for listening to music. Subjects will be introduced to HiRes Fidelity 120 and will be
retested.

Use of wide IDR programs have implications in real-world listening environments
by giving implant wearers access to hearing at a distance and hearing multiple
background environmental sounds. For children, a wide IDR may facilitate
incidental learning.

Programmable IDR settings allow for optimization of individual patient
performance across various listening conditions (e.g. quiet, noise, music, etc).
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INTRODUCTION

The T-Mic is the standard microphone for the Harmony HiResolution Bionic Ear 
system.  It was designed originally for wireless connectivity to telephones, 
standard headphones, and earbuds.  However, the T-Mic’s in-the-concha
location also allows Bionic Ear recipients to take advantage of the sound-
filtering effects of the outer ear.  Those sound-filtering effects can provide 
better speech perception in noise, particularly when the signal are spatially 
separated (Soli et al., 2005; Olivier, 2005), improved localization (Soli et al., 
2005), and improved subjective listening benefit (Uhler and Polite, 2005).  This 
study aimed to determine the effect of microphone location on the perception of 
speech in a complex listening environment.  Speech understanding in noise 
was compared between the T-Mic and a behind-the-ear microphone in the 
same implanted subjects.  The results demonstrate the advantage of the in-the-
ear T-Mic in a laboratory simulation of everyday listening.

METHODS

Subjects

• 11 adults implanted with a HR90k cochlear implant
• 10 Harmony processor users, 1 Auria processor user
• 2 men, 9 women
• Mean age:  48 years (range: 14 to 65 years)
• Mean duration of implant experience:  36 months (range: 4 to 84 months)

Procedures

The ability to understand speech in noise was evaluated in two conditions—
with the T-Mic (aux only) and with the BTE microphone.  Subjects were 
evaluated in a double-walled sound booth using R-SPACE, a test paradigm that 
simulates a complex listening environment (Compton-Conley et al. 2004).  R-
SPACE consists of an eight-speaker array where the speakers are located 45 
degrees apart in the horizontal plane, each speaker 24 inches from the 
listener’s head.  A speech signal is delivered from the front speaker so that 
speech arrives at the two ears with the same delay. The competing noise signal 
is delivered from all eight speakers simultaneously using various delays, 
thereby simulating a real-world listening environment (Figure 1). For this 
experiment, the speech signal consisted of HINT sentences and the noise 
signal of restaurant noise presented at 71 dB SPL.  The sentences levels were 
varied adaptively using a 1-down, 1-up stepping rule (tracking 50% correct).  
Two HINT lists were concatenated and presented as a single “run”.  There 
were two “runs” for each condition.  Results are reported as sentence reception
levels (SRTs) in dB SNR computed as the average of the last six presentation
levels.   
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Am 1994; 95: S2995.

CONCLUSIONS

This study showed that the T-Mic significantly improved the SNR over the BTE 
microphone for implant recipients using an Auria or Harmony processor.  The 
improvement in SNR should result in an increase in the ability to understand 
speech in everyday complex listening environments.  The degree of 
improvement was essentially equivalent to BEAM technology.  The T-Mic has 
become the default microphone fitting that we use in the Mayo clinic, and R-
SPACE has become a useful counseling tool to demonstrate the benefits of the 
T-MIc.  Typically we provide a 50/50 or BTE mic-only program only as a 
backup.   

Figure 2. Individual and mean SRTs for the T-Mic and BTE 
microphone.  

T-Mic:  Built-In Directionality*
René Gifford, Ph.D.

Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota (USA)

RESULTS (continued)

Figure 3 shows the individual and mean differences in SRT between the T-Mic
and BTE microphone conditions.  The T-Mic advantage ranged from 1 to 8 dB 
with an average of 4.1 dB. Asterisks denote those subjects who had preferred a 
“mic only” (BTE mic) program for everyday listening.  After this experiment, S2 
became a converted T-mic user.  Subjects 6 and 11 still use BTE mic-only 
programs, primarily for cosmetic reasons (young females, 14 and 27 years old).

ts ts

Figure 1. R-SPACE speaker array.  Speech signal originates from the front (left) at 
the same time delay to each ear. Noise signal originates from all eight speakers at 

various time delays (right). 

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows individual and mean SRTs for the T-mic and the BTE 
microphone conditions.  The SRTs were lower (better) for the T-mic than the 
BTE microphone for all subjects.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Even small improvements in SRTs can provide significant advantage when 
listening to speech in noise.  A 1-dB improvement in SRT can lead to an 8% or 
more improvement in speech intelligibility (Nilsson and Soli 1994).  Thus the 
mean improvement of 4.1 dB seen in these results might expect to improve 
speech recognition in noise by 33%.

The T-Mic is only one option for improving listening in noise.  Directional 
microphones and beamforming technology also can help improve the SNR.  
Figure 4 shows the mean improvement provided by the T-Mic compared to the 
mean improvement provided by beamforming technology measured in a group 
of Nucleus Freedom implant recipients.  The benefit experienced by the two 
groups is not significantly different.  
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Figure 3. Individual and mean differences in SRTs between 
the  T-Mic and BTE microphone test conditions.  
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Figure 4.  Mean differences in SRTs between the  T-Mic and 
BTE microphone test conditions (blue) and between BEAM vs. 

non-BEAM test conditions (yellow).  

*  Poster based on presentation entitled “Speech perception in a realistic background 
noise: Effectiveness of preprocessing strategies and external options for improving the 
signal-to-noise ratio” given at the 10th International Conference on Cochlear Implants and 
Other Implantable Auditory Technologies, San Diego, California, April 10-12, 2008. 
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HiResolution® sound PRocessing
in 2006, AB introduced the HiRes Fidelity 120®* (HiRes 120) sound processing option. the goal of HiRes 120 is to build 
on the strengths of standard HiRes by improving representation of the stimulus spectrum in the electrical stimulation 
pattern. using active current steering, additional spectral bands are created by precisely varying the proportion of current 
delivered simultaneously to adjacent electrodes in each electrode pair. When all 16 electrodes are enabled, 120 total 
spectral bands are created. current steering is made possible by the 16 independent and programmable current sources 
in the Harmony cochlear implant.

Reports from around the world have demonstrated that standard HiRes surpassed previous-generation technologies in 
providing improved language skills, speech perception, and speech intelligibility to implant recipients of all ages. Moreover, 
studies have shown that HiRes 120 offers additional benefits for speech understanding in noise, sound quality, music 
listening, and tonal language perception for some recipients.  the presentations below showcase various investigations 
into the listening advantages enjoyed by HiRes and HiRes 120 users.  

2007 Conference on Implantable Auditory Prostheses
July 15–20, 2007, Lake Tahoe, California

	 •		Results	of	the	new	Harmony	sound	processor	and	current	steering	speech	coding	strategies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
M Brendel, A Büchner, B Krüger, C Frohne-Büchner, T Lenarz

	 •		HiResolution	with	Fidelity	120	sound	processing:	Listening	benefits	in	CII	and	HiRes	90K	implant	users . . . . . . . . . 14
A Quick, DB Koch, MJ Osberger

6th Asia-Pacific Symposium on Cochlear Implants and Related Sciences
October 30–November 2, 2007, Sydney, Australia

	 •		Tone	perception	results	with	Harmony	and	HiRes	120	in	Cantonese-speaking	subjects  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
KYS Lee, BPK Luk, TKC Wong, MCF Tong, CA van Hasselt

	 •		Fidelity	120	and	standard	HiResolution	sound	processing	in	Bionic	Ear	system:	Using	appropriate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
outcome measures to assess speech perception ability 
HJ Park, YM Chun, SC Lee, JY Lee

	 •		Clinical	trial	of	HiRes	with	Fidelity	120	on	Cantonese-speaking	cochlear	implant	users . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
BPK Luk, TKC Wong, KYS Lee, MCF Tong

10th International Conference on Cochlear Implants and Other Implantable Auditory Technologies
April 10–12, 2008, San Diego, California

	 •		Auditory	and	language	abilities	in	children:	Comparison	of	the	two	different	cochlear	implant	systems . . . . . . . . . . 20
C Bevilacqua, N Frederigue-Lopes, M Kimura, I Nascimento, A Moret, O Costa

 
	 •			Speech	perception	results	in	children	implanted	with	Clarion	devices:	48	months	follow-up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

E Bosco, P Mancini, L D’Agosta, G Traisci, M Nicastri, R Filipo 

	 •		Results	of	HiRes	120	and	the	new	Harmony	behind-the-ear	processor:	From	first	fitting	onwards  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
M Brendel,  A Büchner, T Stöver, C Frohne-Büchner, T Lenarz 

 
	 •		European	adult	multi-centre	HiRes	120	study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 

M. Eklöf, A. Freijd, Th. Lenarz, et al.

**Within the United States, the HiRes Fidelity 120 is an optional feature for adults only.  
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Fig. 3: Group results of the HSM sentence test in different conditions  (study group I, n = 9); 
results are arranged in chronological order.  

the subjective rating shows improvements for all items concerning clarity, 
pleasentness, quality, hearing in backround interference and naturalness of different 
voices for the Harmony. the overall mean score is significantly better  
for the Harmony with any strategy compared to the subject’s own processor.

Introduction 
to date, processing strategies have utilized a fixed number of stimulation sites, 
equivalent to the number of physical contacts on the intra-cochlear electrode array. 
Because of its independent current sources, the Advanced Bionics system offers the 
possibility	to	create	intermediate	pitch	percepts,	so	called	“virtual	channels”	[Koch	et	
al. 2007 and downing et al. 2005]. these are created by simultaneously stimulating 
two adjacent electrode contacts. the novel HiRes 120 speech coding strategy is 
based on this technique and runs on the new Harmony ear level processor. the 
Harmony front end has been re-designed to process a larger input dynamic range 
[gault at al. 2006].  

Method  
the european study protocol contains speech perception tests and perceptual 
channel tests during four months where the physical channel based HiRes on the 
own processor (cii Bte, Auria or PsP) and the current steering strategy HiRes 120 
on the Harmony were tested (Figure 1). in extension to this protocol HiRes was 
also tested on the Harmony. the test battery consisted of the HsM sentence test 
administered	in	different	conditions:	in	quiet,	in	speech	shaped	noise	at	10dB	S/N	
and with a single competing talker at 10dB and 5dB. subjective data were collected 
by questionnaires regarding general sound quality.  

Fig. 1: Course of the five months study (study group I) tesing the physical channel based 
HiRes on the subject‘s processor vs. the current steering strategy HiRes 120 on the Harmony. 
After 3 months of HiRes 120 use, one month of HiRes was additionally administered on the 
Harmony processor   

A second study group consisted of subjects who already had experience with 
different current steering implementations from participation in former studies (fig. 
2). these subjects were later enrolled in a second study testing the Harmony for one 
months with both strategies (HiRes and HiRes120). they were asked to use each 
strategy for one week, respectively, and select the preferred one for the following two 
weeks. the course of the study is shown in figure 2. At the end of the study the “best 
condition” was selected defined as the condition that revealed best results in the 
HsM sentence test with competing talker.   

Fig. 2: Course of the eleven months study (study group II) testing the preference between the 
physical channel based HiRes and the current steering strategy HiRes 120 on the Harmony vs. 
HiRes on the body worn processor PSP  Table 1: Subjects demographics of study group I  

Subjects  
the first study group consists of eleven postlingually deaf adults being implanted 
for	a	minimum	of	nine	months	with	a	CII	or	HiRes90K	implant	system.	They	had	a	
mean	age	of	58.1	years	(38.2	to	79.3	years)	and	a	mean	duration	of	deafness	of	5.1	
years (0 to 25.3 years). detailed demographics are shown in table 1.       

Table 1: Subjects demographics of study group I  

the second study group consists of fourteen postlingually deaf adults implanted for a 
minimum	of	two	years	with	a	CII	or	HiRes90K	implant	system.	They	had	a	mean	age	
of	55.1	years	(25.1	to	79.3	years)	and	a	mean	duration	of	deafness	of	5.0	years	(0	
to 26.0 years). detailed demographics are shown in table 2.

Table 2: Subjects demographics of study group II  

Results 
Figure 3 shows the results in the HsM sentence test in different conditions for the 
first study group. the bars in chronological order show the physical channel based 
HiRes on the own processor at the beginning of the study, the current steering 
strategy HiRes 120 after one month and three months on the Harmony, HiRes on 
the subject’s own processor again for one month and HiRes on the Harmony as 
the last condition. in quiet a ceiling effect can be observed for all conditions. the 
HsM sentences with competing noise only show marginal differences between the 
strategies,	whereas	in	the	condition	with	a	single	competing	talker	at	10dB	S/N	a	
trend towards better hearing with HiRes 120 is being revealed.

Results of the new Harmony Sound Processor  
and Current Steering Speech Coding Strategies

M. Brendel1, A. Buechner1, B. Krueger1, C. Frohne-Buechner1,2, Th. Lenarz1 
1Medical University of Hannover, Department of Otolaryngology, Hannover, Germany, 2Advanced Bionics GmbH, Hannover, Germany
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Fig. 4: Group results of the sound quality questinnaire (first study group, n = 9)

For the second study group - similar to the first group - clear differences among the 
strategies were only found in the HsM sentence test with competing talker. Both 
Harmony conditions yield significantly better results than HiRes on the subject’s own 
processor (figure 5). the improvement of HiRes120 over the physical channel HiRes 
on the subject’s own processor is even highly significant (p<0.01).  

Fig. 5: Group results for speech perception tests (second study group, n = 14); best condition 
indicating a selection between HiRes and HiRes 120 on the Harmony based on the result in 
the HSM sentence test with competing talker.  

Figure 6 shows results of the questionnaire reflecting subjective rating of the second 
study group for HiRes on the PsP as well as HiRes and HiRes 120 on the Harmony. 
the rating is noticably higher for the new processor, but especially clarity, overall 
quality and listening with background interference is significantly better, again with 
a slight advantage for the current steering strategy HiRes 120. subsequently, even 
better results can be achieved when the best strategy is selected on the Harmony 
processor.  

Fig. 6: Group results of the sound quality questionnaire (second study group, n = 14); best 
condition indicating a selection between HiRes and HiRes 120 on the Harmony based on the 
result in the HSM sentence test with competing talker.  

Discussion  
the major goal of the multicentric european protocol was to investigate the benefit 
of the new system with the current steering strategy HiRes 120 on the Harmony over 
the previous clinical systems with the physical channel based HiRes. the original 
protocol did not allow concluding whether any changes were related to the new 
coding strategy or the new hardware of the Harmony processor. in order to gain 
insight into this question without compromising the protocol one additional month 
was added in which subjects used HiRes on the Harmony.   

Apparently, very sensitive test material is required to show differences between 
the strategies. the introduced HsM sentence test with a competing talker is more 
sensitive to the spectral resolution than speech shaped noise as the subject may 
benefit from listening in the gaps between words [nelson at al. 2003]. indeed it 
showed more pronounced differences than the test with speech shaped noise and 
nicely reflected the subjective data from the sound quality questionnaire. 

in all tests in noise as well as from the questionnaire, results after three months of 
HiRes 120 use are better than the result after one month. Apparently the learning 
process takes more than one month. experience from the introduction of HiRes has 
shown that only up to two weeks were required to benefit from HiRes [Battmer at 
al. 2002]. therefore it was not expected that the learning process with HiRes 120 
on the Harmony was significantly longer than one month. in this case the learning 
process may have been longer either because the auditory system requires more 
time to make use of an increased spectral resolution offered by HiRes 120 or 
because the protocol included a change of the processor, which requires getting 
familiar with the handling as well as with the new front-end. 

considering only data with significant time of adaptation to the respective system 
(i.e. baseline with HiRes on the own processor and three month data with HiRes 
120 on the Harmony) results of all tests in noise as well as questionnaire items were 
better with the new system. 

the second group already had significant experience with strategies implementing 
current steering prior starting this study. therefore it was assumed that one month of 
experience with HiRes 120 on the Harmony was sufficient to get an estimate of their 
performance. When treating HiRes 120 as a further option for the patient to choose 
from, i. e. selecting the best performing strategy for each individual, the Harmony 
gives significant benefit subjectively as well as objectively. 

Results with HiRes on the Harmony processor were better or at least about the 
same than the HiRes results on the subjects’ own processors for both study groups. 
Apparently this reflects at least in parts the benefit of the improved hardware of the 
new Harmony, especially the newly designed front end.

Conclusion
the Harmony processor introduces significantly better speech understanding 
compared to the forerunner system, while the improvement apparently has two 
causes:	the	improved	front-end	of	the	processor	and	the	option	for	the	new	current	
steering strategy HiRes 120. Performance benefit could best be shown using the 
HsM sentence test with one competing talker. interestingly, improvements in this 
particular testing condition also go hand in hand with the questionnaire data, which 
indicates a more life-like test situation for patients when using a competing talker 
instead of the standard noise.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2006, Advanced Bionics introduced HiResolution® with Fidelity 120TM (HiRes
120) sound processing.  The goal of the HiRes 120 strategy is to build on the
strengths of standard HiRes sound processing by improving representation of
the stimulus spectrum in the electrical stimulation pattern.  In standard HiRes
processing, the incoming sound is filtered into 16 spectral bands. The energy of
each band is extracted and its envelope modulates a high-rate pulse train that
is delivered to a single corresponding electrode.  In HiRes 120 processing, the
input signal is analyzed in greater spectral detail than with standard HiRes to
achieve a maximum of 120 spectral bands. HiRes 120 first analyzes the
incoming sound signal using a 256-bin Fast Fourier Transform.  Next, a
detailed analysis of temporal and spectral information is processed in parallel.
The temporal detail is extracted using a Hilbert transform while a navigator
locates the spectral maximum for each electrode pair across the 120 spectral
bands.   The estimated frequency of the spectral maximum is used to compute
the rate of the pulse train and to continuously select the optimal location for
delivering stimulation.

In HiRes 120 sound processing, the spectral bands are created by precisely
varying the proportion of current delivered simultaneously to adjacent
electrodes in each electrode pair through the implementation of active current
steering (Donaldson et al. 2005, Firszt et al. 2007, Koch et al. 2007).  For each
electrode pair, there are eight spectral bands.  When all 16 electrodes are
enabled, 120 total spectral bands are created—that is, 15 electrode pairs times
8 spectral bands.

HiRes 120 should allow many implant users to take advantage of their residual
place-pitch perception capabilities by delivering spectral information in higher
resolution than standard HiRes processing.  The increased spectral resolution,
in combination with the fine temporal resolution already implemented in HiRes,
may lead to better speech perception in noise and improved music
appreciation.

HiResolution® with Fidelity 120™ Sound Processing:  Listening Benefits in CII and
HiRes 90K® Implant Users

Andrew Quick     Dawn Burton Koch     Mary Joe Osberger
Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, California
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STUDY PROTOCOL

The aim of this multicenter clinical study was to document the listening benefits
of HiRes 120 sound processing in adult Bionic Ear® users.  Because HiRes
120 is a software upgrade, it can be implemented in all users of CII or HiRes
90K® implants.

Subjects. Subjects were 55 adults implanted with a CII or HiRes 90K implant.
The average duration of implant use prior to the study was 2.2 years (SD: ±1.5;
range: 0.2–5.3). Fifty subjects wore the new Harmony BTE sound processor
and five subjects wore the PSP body-worn processor (PSP).  Duration of
severe-to-profound hearing loss averaged 6.1 years (range: 0–29). Average
age at time of implantation was 54.3 years (range: 25–79).

Procedures. Performance with standard HiRes was assessed at a baseline
visit and compared with HiRes 120 performance after one and three months of
use.  Then subjects were refit with standard HiRes and tested again.  The
outcome measures in the Table below were used at each test interval.

Ratings of overall pleasantness and distinctness of instruments (scale 0-
10)

Music Ratings

Ratings of clarity for voices (men, women, children) and environmental
sounds (scale 0-1)

Iowa Sound Quality Ratings

Preference for HiRes 120 vs. standard HiRes

•  Strength of preference rating (0 = weak to 10 = strong)

•  15 aspects of sound/music that are better with preferred processing

Preference Questionnaire

Everyday Listening Benefits Questionnaire (Likert scale 0-5, 5 = best)

•  Ratings of Sound Clarity and Ease of Listening in everyday situations
Listening Benefits Questionnaire

CNC words, HINT sentences in quiet (60 dB SPL)

HINT sentences in speech-spectrum noise, fixed level (+8 dB SNR) and
adaptive paradigm

Speech Recognition

MeasureTest Type

Participating Study Sites:

kroY weN ,kroY weN ,ytisrevinU kroY weN   sionillI ,anabrU ,cinilC elraC

House Ear Clinic, Los Angeles, California     Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois

Houston Ear Research Foundation, Houston, Texas   Ottawa Hospital (Civic Campus), Ottawa, Ontario

Indiana University, Indianapolis, Indiana    University of Massachusetts, Worcester, Massachusetts

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland    University of Texas (Southwestern Medical Center),
saxeT ,sallaD atosenniM ,retsehcoR ,cinilC oyaM

Midwest Ear Institute, Kansas City, Missouri    Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

RESULTS

Speech Perception

Mean speech perception scores were higher for HiRes 120 compared to
baseline with HiRes for all subjects.  Subjects using the Harmony with HiRes
120 demonstrated higher mean scores than the group overall at all test
intervals.  Their HINT-in-noise mean score was 70% with HiRes 120 after
three months.

Figure 1. Mean scores for three speech tests at baseline with HiRes, at
three months with HiRes 120, and after being refit with HiRes (*p < .05,
score compared to baseline).

Figure 4. Individual HINT-in-
fixed-noise scores at
baseline with HiRes and at three
months, rank
ordered from lowest to highest
HiRes scores.
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Figure 2. Mean speech test scores for the subset of the study sample who
wore the Harmony BTE (5 PSP users excluded)
(*p < .05, score compared to baseline).

*

*

*

*

All Subjects, n = 55

Harmony Users, n = 50

The subjects who showed the highest HINT-in-noise scores at baseline
( 70% correct) exhibit ceiling effects. Subjects who showed the lowest
HINT-in-noise scores at baseline (<70% correct) experience the greatest
gains when using HiRes 120 (+13.7% on average).

n=25

Figure 3. Mean HINT-in-fixed-noise
scores for subjects scoring <70%
correct at baseline (*p < .05, score
compared to baseline).

Table 1.  Outcome measures.
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RESULTS (continued)

Preference Ratings

Subjects indicated their preferred sound-processing option (HiRes 120 or
standard HiRes) and their strength of preference on a scale from 1 (weak
preference) to 10 (strong preference).  Of the 55 subjects, 47 (85.5%)
preferred HiRes 120.  The strength of preference was 7.9 (range: 1-10).  The
strength of preference was rated as 8 or higher by 28 of the 47 subjects and
18 subjects rated it as 10. In addition, subjects indicated those aspects of
sound that were better with their preferred processing mode using the scale:
strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree.

CONCLUSIONS

This clinical study shows that HiRes Fidelity 120 is a viable sound-processing
option that may improve benefit appreciably for some CII and HiRes 90K
recipients in a variety of listening environments.  The reported benefits can
extend beyond speech perception, and encompass everyday sounds and
music appreciation.  These study results, as well as subjective feedback from
subjects, indicate that new methods are necessary for assessing the wide
range of hearing benefit that now can be experienced by cochlear implant
recipients.  Innovative speech and environmental tests and questionnaires
may prove useful as technology continues to evolve.

Music Appreciation

Self-Reported Everyday Listening Benefits

Figure 7. Percent of subjects responding “often” or “very often” and
“satisfied” or “very satisfied” when listening to music.

Table 2.  Distribution of preference ratings on items involving speech and
environmental sounds for subjects who preferred HiRes 120 (n = 47).

Table 3.  Distribution of preference ratings on items involving music for
subjects who preferred HiRes 120 (n = 47).

Ratings of music pleasantness and distinctness were significantly higher for
HiRes 120 compared to baseline with HiRes.  Mean ratings for frequency of
listening to music (1= never to 5 = very often) and satisfaction with listening to
music (1 = very dissatisfied to 5 = very satisfied) were higher with HiRes 120
than with standard HiRes.

Figure 6. Music pleasantness and distinctness rated
 on a 0-10 scale (* = p < .01).

*
*

85.1%34.0%51.1%12.8%2.1%0.0%Environmental sounds are
more distinct

80.9%38.3%42.6%19.1%0.0%0.0%Environmental sounds are
easier to distinguish

57.4%29.8%27.7%29.8%10.6%2.1%Speech is easier
understand in noise

80.9%31.9%48.9%17.0%2.1%0.0%Speech is more natural

85.1%38.3%46.8%12.8%0.0%2.1%Quality is Better

Agree or
Strongly

Agree

Strongly
AgreeAgreeNeutralDisagreeStrongly

DisagreePreference Item

70.2 %17.0%53.2%23.4%6.4%0.0%Individual instruments
sound more distinct

59.6%12.8%46.8%31.9%8.5%0.0%Can distinguish individual
instruments

48.9%21.3%27.7%38.3%10.6%0.0%Can recognize lyrics

55.3%23.4%31.9%38.3%4.3%0.0%Singer's voices sound more
distinct

68.1%23.4%44.7%27.7%2.1%0.0%Can distinguish singer's
voices from instruments

61.7%27.7%34.0%31.9%2.1%2.1%Rhythm is more noticeable

66.0%25.5%40.4%27.7%4.3%0.0%Melody is  more enjoyable

68.1%34.0%34.0%29.8%2.1%0.0%Music sounds richer

66.0%34.0%31.9%31.9%0.0%0.0%Music sounds more natural

72.3%34.0%38.3%23.4%4.3%0.0%Music sounds better

Agree or
Strongly

Agree

Strongly
AgreeAgreeNeutralDisagreeStrongly

DisagreePreference Item

Sound Clarity
After three months of HiRes
120 use, a greater proportion
of subjects rated their
experience as “clear” or “very
clear” for 13 of 13 listening
situations.  There was over a
15% shift in the proportion of
adults reporting “clear” or
“very clear” for 3 of 13
situations.

•  In a Small Group
•  In a Vehicle
•  Using a Cellular Telephone

Ease of Listening
Similarly, a greater proportion of
subjects rated their experience as
“easy” or “very easy” for 11 of 11
situations after using HiRes 120.
There was over a 15% shift in the
percent of subjects rating their
experience as “easy” or “very easy”
for 4 of 11 listening situations.

•  In a Small Group
•  At Work
•  In a Lecture
•  Listening to TV/Radio

Iowa Sound Quality
Subjects rated sound clarity on a scale of 0 to 1 (unclear to clear).  There
were significant increases in sound clarity ratings from baseline to three
months.  The improved sound quality ratings at three months with
standard HiRes suggest a learning effect on this task.
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Figure 5. Mean sound clarity ratings for four types of sounds at
baseline with HiRes, at three months with HiRes 120, and after being
refit with HiRes (*p < .05, †p < 0.0001, score compared to baseline).
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Group performance
• Group mean scores of HiRes and HiRes 120 on tone identification test are shown in Figure 2

• No significant difference between using HiRes and HiRes 120 in tone identification 
was shown in paired sample t-test (p = 0.98)

Questionnaire 
• Individual subject ratings are shown in Figure 3

• Mean ratings on tone perception:
HiRes: 5.40
HiRes 120: 6.40 

• Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed significant difference (p = 0.02)

• All subjects prefer HiRes 120 except S03

Tone Perception Results with Harmony and HiRes 120 
in Cantonese-speaking Subjects

Kathy Y.S. Lee, Betty P.K. Luk, Terence K.C. Wong, Michael C.F. Tong & Charles Andrew van Hasselt
The Institute of Human Communicative Research & Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

BACKGROUND
The number of channels of stimulation provided by a cochlear implant was limited by the 
number of contacts in the electrode array.  Through simultaneous delivery of current to pairs 
of adjacent electrodes, stimulation can be “steered” to sites between electrode contacts by 
varying the proportion of current delivered to each electrode of the pair. Studies have shown 
that cochlear implant users require a greater number of spectral channels to understand 
speech in noise and for lexical tone perception. HiRes with Fidelity 120 is designed to 
capture more spectral information by delivering stimulation to up to 120 sites along the 
cochlea through the implementation of active current steering.  Results from studies in North 
America and Europe indicate that adults and children derive substantial benefit from HiRes 
120.  There has been limited investigation of HiRes in subjects who are native speakers of a 
tonal language. 

OBJECTIVES
The goal of this study is to examine tone perception ability in Cantonese-speaking adults with 
HiRes 120 implemented on Harmony, compared to their performance with standard HiRes.

SUBJECTS
Inclusion criteria
• Aged over 15
• Received Advanced Bionics 90K cochlear implant device
• Possessed reasonable reading ability to perform tasks
• Proficient in Cantonese
• Consented to participate on all test intervals

A total of 10 subjects were recruited 
• Age at implantation ranged from 15 to 59 (mean = 40.4) 
• Duration of bilateral deafness ranged from 1 to 13 years (mean = 6.11)
• Duration of using implant ranged from 3 to 16 months (mean = 8.8)
• Subject characteristics are listed in Table 1

METHODS
Single subject A-B-A-B design

A: HiRes (Baseline measure)
B: HiRes 120 (3 months)
A: HiRes (2 weeks)
B: HiRes 120 (2 weeks) 

Outcome measure 1: Tone identification test 
• includes all the 15 Cantonese tone contrasts in 
two-choice format
• six trials per tone contrast
• recorded voice presentation
• expressed as percentage correct out of a total of 90

Outcome measure 2: Questionnaire
• Each subject was asked to rate the two processing strategies in terms of the overall 

satisfaction in Cantonese tone perception upon his/her last visit of the study
• Their preferences over HiRes or HiRes 120 are also included

RESULTS
Individual performance
• Individual mean tone identification scores are shown in Table 2 and Figure 1
• Great individual variations

S02 has the highest score: 92% to 99%
S08 has the lowest score: 49% to 68%

Subject Gender
Age at 

implantation
Duration of 

implant (months)
No. of active 

channels
Etiology

CT/ MRI
of implanted ear

Education 
level

Duration of bilateral 
deafness (years)

S01 F 37 15 16 Unknown Normal Primary 7

S02 F 27 9 14 Hereditary
progressive

Normal Tertiary 1

S03 M 43 4 16 CSOM Normal Primary 13

S04 M 47 7 16 Unknown,
sudden onset

Normal Primary 6

S05 F 36 7 16 Unknown,
progressive

Normal Tertiary Not known

S06 F 59 10 16 CSOM Normal Primary 6

S07 M 50 13 16 NPC Normal Primary 1

S08 F 52 3 16 Unknown Normal Secondary 10

S09 M 15 4 16 LVAS LVAS Secondary 9

S10 F 38 16 15 Unknown Normal Secondary 2

Table 1. Characteristics of the subjects
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Figure 1. Individual mean tone identification scores on the two processing strategies (A = HiRes, B = HiRes 120)

Processing Strategy
Subject A 

(HiRes)
B 

(HiRes 120)
A 

(HiRes)
B 

(HiRes 120)

S01 90.0 97.0 87.0 86.0

S02 98.9 96.0 92.0 93.0

S03 86.7 73.0 70.0 70.0

S04 72.0 64.0 66.0 67.0

S05 93.3 88.0 86.0 82.0

S06 77.0 80.0 84.0 76.0

S07 70.0 78.0 86.0 86.0

S08 60.0 49.0 68.0 57.0

67.0 75.6 78.0 77.0

61.0 82.0 59.0 73.0
S09
S10

Table 2. Mean tone identification scores on using different processing strategies

Figure 2. Group mean tone identification scores in using the two processing strategies 

Figure 3. Ratings on using the two processing strategies on tone perception given by the ten subjects 
(1 = extremely unsatisfactory, 10 = extremely satisfactory).

DISCUSSION
• Compared with past studies employing similar two-choice format in testing tone 
perception (mean = 59% in Cheung et al., 2002; mean = 64% in Lee et al., 2002; 
mean = 57% in Lee, 2003), the average accuracy of 78% in this study is relatively high
• Objective outcome measures through tone identification test did not show significant 
difference between using HiRes and HiRes 120
• Subjective evaluation through questionnaire showed significant difference in the overall 
satisfaction in tone perception. HiRes 120 received a significant higher rating and the 
majority of the subjects showed preference over HiRes 120
• Possible reasons
• Recency effect as a result of using HiRes 120 in their last trial period
• The present objective test measurement is not sensitive enough to show the difference

CONCLUSIONS
• HiRes cochlear implant system is beneficial to Cantonese speakers on tone perception
• No major difference in using HiRes and HiRes 120 in tone perception with the present 
objective testing procedure
• The majority of participants prefer to use HiRes 120 and they subjectively regarded 
HiRes 120 as superior in aiding tone perception to HiRes 90
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Fidelity 120 and Standard HiResolution Sound Processing in
Bionic Ear System: using appropriate outcome measures to

assess speech perception ability.
 HongJoon  Park1,2, YoungMyoung  Chun1,2, SeungChul  Lee1,2, JeeYeon  Lee1,2

Soree Ear Clinic1, Soree Cochlear Implant Care Center2, Seoul , Korea

Methods

Introduction

Conclusion

Results 

Summary

Progressive SNHLLeft2.8F27S11
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UnknownRight2.1F32S7
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OtotoxicityRight2.1M52S3

MeningitisLeft2.5M54S2

Progressive SNHLLeft2.5F42S1

Etiology of
deafness

Implated
ear

Duration of
Implant

use
(years)

SexAgeSubject

1. Assess performance with standard HiRes
2. Questionnaires

3.5 Month
Follow-up

Re-program processor with
standard HiRes

1. Assess performance with  HiRes 1203 Month
Follow-Up

1. Assess performance with  HiRes 1201 Month
Follow-Up

Fit HiRes 1201.Assess performance with standard HiResBaseline

Figure 1.  Mean scores for four speech perception tests with
HiRes (baseline), after using HiRes 120 for one and three 
months, and after being refit with HiRes for two weeks.

Figure 2.  Individual baseline HiRes and three-month HiRes 120
scores for monosylalbic words.
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Figure 3.  Individual baseline HiRes and three-month HiRes 12
0 scores for K-HINT sentences in noise.

Figure 4. HiRes 120 Questionnaire

*Significantly higher than baseline (p < .05)
‡Significantly higher than baseline and HiRes 3.5 months
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Abstract
Background: The number of channels of stimulation provided by a cochlear implant 
was limited by the number of contacts in the electrode array. Through simultaneous 
delivery of current to pairs of adjacent electrodes, stimulation can be “steered” to 
sites between electrode contacts by varying the proportion of current delivered to 
each electrode of the pair. Clinical data indicate that some cochlear implant users 
can hear multiple and unique pitches when current is “steered” between adjacent 
electrode contacts. HiRes with Fidelity 120 uses 15 analysis channels and can deliver 
stimulation to up to 120 sites along the cochlea. The objective of this study is to 
investigate subjects’ performance with HiRes 120 implemented on the new speech 
processor, called Harmony, compared to their performance with HiRes. 

Methodology: 10 Cantonese-speaking subjects with postlingual onset of 
severe-to-profound hearing loss who have been implanted with a 90K cochlear 
implant participated in this study. Each subject was fitted with Harmony programmed 
using HiRes for a week and then switched to HiRes with Fidelity120 for a period of 
three months. Subjects were evaluated with HiRes on Auria and Harmony, as well 
as HiRes with Fidelity 120 on Harmony using Cantonese Word Recognition Test and 
Cantonese Hearing-In-Noise Test. A questionnaire was completed by each subject to 
show their preference on the speech processing strategies. 

Results and Conclusion: Overall data suggested no significantly different 
performance using the two speech processing strategies on the two speech 
perception tests. Analysis of preferential questionnaire indicated significant 
preference of HiRes with Fidelity 120 over HiRes, with the significant improvement 
in rating on overall sound quality, sound naturalness, speech understanding in noise 
and ability to distinguish different environmental sounds.

Introduction 
In 2003, Advanced Bionics released HiResolution (HiRes) Sound, a strategy 
that implemented more channels and higher rates of stimulation than previous 
generation sound processing of this manufacturer. Clinical trial results revealed that 
adult subjects demonstrated significant improvement on all speech recognition tests 
with HiRes compared with their performance with strategies of previous generation 
(Koch et al., 2004). The largest improvement was speech recognition in noise. The 
results of the adult study showed that 96% of the subjects preferred HiRes over the 
older generation strategies. In some cases, subjects preferred HiRes even though 
there was no significant differences was observed in their test scores between 
strategies. 

Historically, the number of electrodes in a system has defined the number of spectral 
bands of stimulation that a cochlear implant system could offer. Therefore, the 
number of spectral bands of resolution was limited to the maximum number of 
electrodes. The flexibility of CII and 90K implants allows for the continued evolution 
of HiRes. The technology exists to actively “steer” current between adjacent 
electrodes. Theoretically, with the fine control over the proportion and amplitude 
of current delivered to each electrode of a pair, the locus of stimulation is “steered” 
between the two adjacent electrodes. At a result, many intermediate spectral bands 
may be delivered. Clinical data (Firszt et al., 2007) indicate that some users can hear 
multiple and unique pitches when the current is “steered” to sites between adjacent 
electrode contacts. HiRes with Fidelity 120 uses 15 analysis bands and can deliver 
stimulation to up to 120 sites along the cochlea. Estimation of stimulus frequency 
is based on the greatest spectral energy in each analysis band. That frequency is 
then translated into a place of stimulation which, in turn, determines the weighting 
of current between adjacent electrodes. With the new version of SoundWave 
programming software, Fidelity120 can be programmed with a fitting process similar 
to that employed with HiRes. 

HiRes with Fidelity120 can be implemented on the body-worn PSP or the new 
generation ear-level processor, called Harmony. The mechanical design and the 
external housing of Harmony are identical to the previous generation BTE, called 
Auria. The addition of an LED provides information regarding the processor function 
and battery life. The Harmony also has a built-in telecoil and the Power Economy 
Mode provides a significant increase in battery life. 

The overall goal of this study is to investigate subjects’ performance with standard 
HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 20, as well as to compare the subjects’ performance 
with standard HiRes on Auria and on Harmony.

Methods 
10 subjects were recruited. All the subjects met all of the inclusion criteria but none 
of the exclusion criteria stated below.  

Subject Inclusion Criteria 
•  Aged 15 and above who have been implanted with an Advanced Bionics 90K 

cochlear implant device. 
• Postlingual onset of severe-to-profound hearing loss 
•  Evidence of open-set speech recognition, demonstrated by speech perception 

testing materials 
• Use of HiRes (Sequential or Paired) as the preferred strategy 
• Proficient in Cantonese 
• With at least 10 contiguous programmable electrodes 

• Willing to consent to study procedure  

Subject Exclusion Criteria 
•  Presence of cognitive problems that might interfere with performance on speech 

recognition tests 
•  Facial nerve stimulation that cannot be resolved through programming and/or 

resolution requires setting comfort levels at lower than optimal levels.  

Procedures It was not necessary to make adjustments to subjects’ MAPs throughout 
the study period from those measured in the initial session. Subjects could adjust 
volume accordingly through adjusting the volume control on the speech processors.  

An A1B1B2A2 experimental design was used to measure changes in speech 
perception performance with the change in speech processing strategy. Each subject 
participated in four test sessions as follows:

1.  Baseline Visit – Subjects were evaluated with their preferred HiRes program on 
their own Auria processors Then, they were fitted with Harmony using standard 
HiRes sound processing. 

2.  1-week Follow-up Visit – Subjects were evaluated with Harmony with HiRes (A1) 
and then fitted with HiRes120 on Harmony. 

3.  1-month Follow-up Visit – Subjects were evaluated with HiRes120 on Harmony 
(B1)

4.  3-month Follow-up Visit – Subjects were evaluated with HiRes 120 on Harmony 
(B2). The Harmony was then programmed with standard HiRes and subjects were 
then tested with HiRes (A2). 

Outcome Measures 

1.  Word Recognition - Cantonese word lists adapted from Hong Kong Speech 
Perception Test Manual (Working Group on Cochlear Implant, Hospital Authority, 
2000) were used. Each list consists of 10 monosyllabic words and 10 disyllabic 
words. 

2.  Sentence Recognition in Noise - Sentence lists of Cantonese Hearing-in-Noise Test 
(CHINT) were presented at a fixed signalto- noise ratio. This ratio was determined 
for each subject at the Baseline Visit to avoid the ceiling and flooring effect. The 
presentation level of sentence stimuli was maintained at 65dBSPL. Percentage 
scores were obtained. 

3.  Questionnaire - The Questionnaire was administered to obtain subjects’ feedback 
on HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 120. Subjects were asked to rate their preference 
on the two speech processing strategies. They were also asked to rate the overall 
sound quality, naturalness, speech understanding in background noise, as well as 
perception of music. A 10-point scale was adopted.

Results 
Ten HiRes 90K recipients participated in this study. Demographic characteristics of 
these subjects are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Subjects (N=10)

Clinical Trial of HiRes with Fidelity 120 on
Cantonese-Speaking Cochlear Implant Users

Betty P.K. LUK, Terence K.C. WONG, Kathy Y.S. LEE, Michael C.F. TONG
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong

Subject
Age

(years)

Duration of 
Implant Use 

(months)

Duration of 
severe-profound

 

hearing loss
(years)

Aetiology
Previous

 

strategy
 

used

S01 38 16 2 Unknown HiRes-P

S02 27 9 1 Hereditary, 
progressive HiRes-P

S03 47 7 6 Unknown,

 

sudden onset HiRes-P

S04 15 4 9 LVAS,

 

progressive HiRes-P

S05 59 10 6 CSOM HiRes-P

S06 36 7 not known Unknown,

 

progressive HiRes-P

S07 50 13 1 NPC HiRes-P
S08 37 15 7 Unknown HiRes-P

S09 43 4 13 Chronic Otitis
Media HiRes-S

S10 64 2 1 Chronic Otitis
Media HiRes-P

Scores of Word Recognition Test and CHINT obtained at different sessions were 
compared (Figure 1). Analysis of both individual and group mean results suggested 
no significant difference in performance between HiRes (A1) and HiRes (A2), as well 
as HiRes 120 (B1) and HiRes 120 (B2). The absence of difference in performance 
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Figure 6 . Group mean ratings across subjects (N=10) for each of the listening conditions with 
HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 120 using a 10-point scale from “1 - Strongly Disagree” to “10 - 
Strongly Agree”. Statistical significance in preference of strategy is indicated by the asterisks 
besides the bar (*p<.05)

The speech perception scores did not appear to be strongly related to the speech 
processing strategy preference. it is hypothesized that several factors might 
contribute to this outcome. 

First, these outcome measures might not be sensitive enough to show the difference 
in sound processing between the two strategies. Second, the difference in speech 
processing strategies would not contribute to significant difference in speech 
perception abilities evaluated in this study. 

Further study measuring other speech perception aspects, such as vowel 
identification and consonant identification would provide us with more information 
on the effect of the speech processing strategies. 

Conclusion & Recommendations 
overall data suggested no significantly different performance using the two speech 
processing strategies on the two speech perception tests administered in this study. 
Analysis of preferential questionnaire indicated significant preference of HiRes with 
Fidelity 120 over HiRes, with the significant improvement in rating on overall sound 
quality, sound naturalness, speech understanding in noise and ability to distinguish 
different environmental sounds. Based on speech perception evaluations and 
subjective	preferential	questionnaire,	it	is	recommended	that	exposure	to	different	
speech processing strategies given to recipients in the programming process in order 
to achieve the most optimal listening condition and result in improved outcomes.
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no significant effects of speech processor were observed from the analysis of 
individual results using a paired t-test and group results using repeated-measures 
AnovA (Figure 5). Subjects reported preference on Harmony speech processor as 
it provided features like built-in T-coil and power economy mode that lengthens the 
battery life.

Figure 5. Comparison of mean speech perception scores of subjects using HiRes on Auria 
and HiRes on Harmony. (Error bars show 1 standard error.)

in the subjective questionnaire, 90% (9 out of 10) subjects preferred HiRes with 
Fidelity 120 to HiRes. Subjects’ overall rating on different listening conditions are 
shown	in	Figure	6.	Results	of	Wilcoxon	Signed	Ranks	Test	suggested	significantly	
stronger preference on HiRes with Fidelity 120. The subjects generally rated 
HiRes with Fidelity 120 better in sound quality, better in sound naturalness, easier 
to understand speech in noise and easier to distinguish environmental sounds. 
However, no significant difference in preference on speech processing strategies on 
music	perception	was	observed.	This	might	be	related	to	limited	exposure	of	music	
among these subjects.

Figure 4. Comparison of mean scores on Word Recognition Test and CHINT using HiRes and 
HiRes with Fidelity 120. (Error bars show 1 standard error)

indicates that these results did not appear to be affected by any general learning 
effects across subjects occurring throughout the duration of this study. 

Figure 1. Comparison of mean scores obtained at different sessions showing the effect of 
speech processing strategy on speech perception (Error bars show 1 standard error.) 

individual performance across speech processing strategies were highly variable. 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 display individual scores on Word Recognition Test and 
CHinT respectively for pair-wise comparison of HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 120. 
Paired t-test analysis showed no significant difference in performance across speech 
processing strategies on the two speech perception tests (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Individual subjects’ performance and group mean scores on CHINT with 
HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 120.

Figure 2. Individual subjects’ performance and group mean scores on Word 
Recognition Test with HiRes and HiRes with Fidelity 120.
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INTRODUCTION

The benefit related to the communication of children presented with profound hearing impairment,
users of cochlear implants (CI), has been extensively documented. The degree of benefit, however, is
variable and seems to depend on various factors, such as demographic characteristics, hearing, sort of CI,
among others [1].

In relation to device characteristics, researches have focused on the effect of speech coding
strategies [2, 3, 4].

OBJECTIVES

To compare auditory abilities, through the Infant-Toddler Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale, IT-
MAIS, and the development of oral language, by applying the questionnaire adapted to Portuguese,
based on the Meaningful Use of Speech Scales (MUSS) in 2 different cochlear implant (CI) models,
prior to and after cochlear implantation;

To verify whether the different speech coding strategies will influence the velocity these abilities are
accomplished;

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants

The first 18 children implanted with the HiResolution 90K device (Advanced Bionics), at the CPA -
HRAC/USP, comprising the study group (Group 1), were selected.

Sixteen children with the same age at surgery of the Group 1 users of CI Nucleus 24K (Cochlear
Corporation), were selected. The age at surgery varied from 1 yr and 2 months to 3 yrs and 5 months.

A total of 34 children was assessed:

 Group 1 – 18 users of HiRes 90K CI;

Group 2 – 16 users of Nucleus 24K CI.

The two groups of children studied presents homogeneous characteristics. All the children were

RESULTS

The Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics obtained on IT-MAIS and MUSS scales of both groups.

GROUP 1

(n=18)

Mean (%) Standard Deviation (%) Median (%) Minimum (%) Maximum (%)

IT-MAIS PRE

IT-MAIS 3 m

15

49.1

12.9

19.7

13.7

48.7

0

15

49

80

IT-MAIS 6m

IT-MAIS 12m

76.1

88.7

16.4

14.4

75

96.2

50

52.5

100

100

MUSS PRE

MUSS 3m

3.4

15.9

5

5.7

0

15

0

5

17.5

27.5

MUSS 6m

MUSS 12m

32.6

46.8

15.7

16.3

30

45

15

25

75

87.5

GROUP 2

(n=16)

IT-MAIS PRE

IT-MAIS 3 m

10

43.2

13.6

18.2

5

42.5

0

5

40

72.5

IT-MAIS 6m

IT-MAIS 12m

65.4

89

24

10.6

76.2

91.2

22.5

65

95

100

MUSS PRE

MUSS 3m

2

13.2

3.1

13.1

0

10

0

0

10

42.5

MUSS 6m

MUSS 12m

20.1

45.6

14.3

20.3

20

47.5

0

7.5

55

82.5

Table 2.  IT-MAIS and MUSS performance: descripitive statistics of both groups

Graphs 1 and 2 show a higher results tendency with the HiRes 90K implant. This was observed in the

first two postsurgical evaluation intervals. In the 1-year use interval, the performance of children in both

groups was similar for IT-MAIS and MUSS scales.

The Mann Whitney test was applied for the comparison of mean scores between the two groups.

No statistically significant difference was obtained for the IT-MAIS, between the groups assessed

(Graph 1).

For the MUSS, a statistically significant difference was seen in the 3 and 6-month intervals of CI use,

CURSO DE FONOAUDIOLOGIACURSO DE FONOAUDIOLOGIA

The two groups of children studied presents homogeneous characteristics. All the children were
evaluated by the same cochlear implant team, in the pre and postsurgical phases. As inclusion criteria and
for the control of various aspects which might influence the hearing and language performance in
implanted children, the institutional criteria for children CI indication were adopted:

 Children presented with bilateral prelingual neurosensorial hearing impairment, in a severe
and/profound degree with no benefit with the hearing aid (HA);
 Cochlear permeability for electrodes insertion;
 Absence of intellectual or emotional compromising;
 Motivation of the family for the use of the device and for the development of communication attitudes,
by the child, and suitable expectations as for the possible results;
 Auditory rehabilitation in the child´s city;
 Surgery performed in the age range 1 and 3 yrs.

Materials and Procedures

Two questionnaires for the assessment of auditory and oral language abilities of the children users 
of CI were utilized: IT-MAIS and MUSS. 

The evaluations were carried out in different stages for all the children studied, according to the
time of CI use: before surgery, 3, 6 and 12 months using the device.

For each infant, IT-MAIS and MUSS data were collected at the same interview session.

Statistical Analysis: A 5% significance level was considered for all tests applied.

Speech Coding Strategies:
Group 1: HiRes-P 
Group 2: ACE

The demographic characteristics of participants in both groups are shown in Table 1.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results demonstrated that, no matter the device utilized, the children in both groups presented
an increasing hearing and language performance in the first year of CI use [1], regardless of the age of
the child at surgery [5].

As for the performance analysis between the two groups studied, although a statistically significant
result was achieved only for the language performance (MUSS) in the 3 and 6-month intervals of
assessment, the results of this study seem to follow the literature on the tendency of best performance
for children users of HiRes, as compared to other technologies [3, 4]. Taking into account that the
Groups were matched, the data indicate existing differences between the two sorts of implant, which
may be related to speech coding strategies.

Nevertheless, the impact of cochlear implant on the performance of children, from their parents´
observation (IT-MAIS e MUSS), seems to diminish after 1 year of device use, independently of the
technology used.

Graph 1. Mean performance and SD obtained among

the group of children evaluated on IT-MAIS.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of both groups. Graph 2. Mean performance and SD obtained among the
group of children evaluated on MUSS.
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*

*

* Mann-Whitney Test: MUSS 3m: p=0,039 and MUSS 6m: p=0,037

GROUP 1

(n=18)

Mean
Standard 
Deviation

Median Minimum Maximum

Age CI (months) 26.3 7.5 25.5 14 41

Deafness Duration (months) 25.9 7.9 25.5 12 42

Age of Test (months) 37.9 6.1 38.5 29 48

Educational level of caregiver (year) 10.8 2.8 11 8 15

GROUP 2

(n=16)

Age CI (months) 24.6 6.3 24.5 13 35

Deafness Duration (months) 25.8 6.1 25.5 15 36

Age of Test (months) 37.8 6.1 37.5 27 48

Educational level of caregiver (year) 11.4 3.0 11 4 15
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For the MUSS, a statistically significant difference was seen in the 3 and 6-month intervals of CI use,

being the best performance observed in group 1 - HiRes 90K (Graph 2).
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SPEECH PERCEPTION RESULTS IN CHILDREN SPEECH PERCEPTION RESULTS IN CHILDREN 
IMPLANTED WITH CLARION DEVICES: IMPLANTED WITH CLARION DEVICES: 

4848 mthsmths followfollow--upup

Material and MethodsMaterial and Methods:
This study examines performance after 36 months of device use. The total study group consisted of 36 children, all with no additional disabilities: the first 
group (14 children), implanted with Clarion 1.2 and HiFocus 1.2, used either the CIS or SAS strategies; the second group (22 children) was implanted with 
the Clarion CII or 90K, and used HiResolution (HiRes) strategy. All children in the study were pre-lingually deaf and differed in age and cause of deafness. 
Speech perception was assessed  according to Erber’s hierarchical model5, making use of a speech perception test battery adapted to the age of each 
child1. Results for three of Erber’s categories are presented: identification, recognition and comprehension. Speech production was assessed with the 
following tests: Test Primo Linguaggio6,  Test Valutazione del Linguaggio7, Boston Naming Test8, Meaningful Use of Speech Scale9 and observations 
during play sessions. Results were analyzed using Dyar’s qualitative analysis for language development10: a) Preverbal, the child has not yet reached the 
level of recognizable words; b) Transitional, the child uses recognizable words or phrase patterns as reported by family and adults who know the child 
well; c) Functional, the child uses language spontaneously and demonstrates an apparent knowledge of meaning and syntactic rules
Assessments were made at the following points: switch-on, 12, 24, 36 and 48 months of device use. Age factor at implantation has been examined 
throughout considering two subgroups: 1. children implanted before the age of 4 (HiRes=10, mean age 2.5 yrs; CIS/SAS=8, mean age 2.2 yrs); 2. children 
implanted after 4 yrs of age (HiRes=12, mean age 6.9 yrs; CIS/SAS=6, mean age 9 yrs). 

Results and ConclusionsResults and Conclusions: Results indicate that children using HiRes developed better speech perception and production skills in all post-
implant follow-ups compared to children fitted with the CIS/SAS strategies. 
Speech Perception: In Identification (fig 1) CIS/SAS children < 4 yrs and all Hires children reached 100% at 48 mth follow-up. Children CIS/SAS implanted > 
4 reached a plateau at 80 %.  In Recognition (fig 2) Hires children  < 4 yrs showed better results compared to the other 3 groups, but did  not reach a 
plateau within 48 mths. Hires > 4 yrs children showed an inferior outcome, similar to those obtained by younger CIS/SAS  children, but still improved over 
time. The worst results were seen in CIS/SAS children implanted > 4 yrs of age.  In Comprehension (fig 3) we found two main factors that influenced 
outcomes: the first is age at test where older children tended to perform better; the second is strategy related in that HiRes children have better scores, 
and no significant difference was seen between children implanted before and after 4 yrs of age. On the contrary an evident difference in scores was 
present between CIS/SAS children implanted before and after 4 yrs of age.
Speech Production: Hires children implanted before 4 yrs were preverbal at preimplant stage: 50% were functional at 36 mth whilst 100% were functional at 
48 mth follow-up. Hires children implanted > 4 yrs were equally distributed in the 3 categories before implant and 100%  were functional at 48 mth follow-
up. CIS/SAS implanted < 4 yrs of age were preverbal before implant and became 15% transitional and 85% functional at 48 mth follow-up.
CIS/SAS implanted> 4 yrs of age were equally distributed between categories before implant, and became 50% transitional and 50% functional at 48 mth
follow-up (fig 4). 
In conclusion, formal testing showed that HiRes users seemed to make more significant use of acoustic information both as regards Language Perception 
and Production. Furthermore, from observations reported by experienced care-givers they benefit a lot from incidental learning and tended to show  a 
greater appreciation of music.  Age at implantation appears to produce less of a performance penalty for the HiRes group that it does for the CIS/SAS 
group. However, it would be important to assess a larger number of subjects before interpreting this trend too positively. The influence of strategies is 
present not so much in perception skills – in fact a good degree of comprehension is reached even in children implanted at a later age – as in the rate of 
acquisition of functional language. 
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Aim Of The StudyAim Of The Study::
The development of speech perception in children with cochlear implants depends on both audiological and non auditory 
variables1,2,3,4. In the present investigation we focus on the effect of different speech coding strategies on speech 
perception and production in children implanted with different generations of the Clarion cochlear implant devices. 

Fig 1:  Identification  average scores in children 
implanted before and after age 4 . 

Fig 2:  Recognition average scores in children 
implanted before and after age 4 . 

Fig 3:  Comprehension average scores in children 
implanted before and after age 4 . 

Fig 4:  Speech production results according to Dyar’s qualitative analysis of language
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European Adult multi-centre HiRes® 120 study
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OBJECTIVES

This work concerns a new speech coding technique employing stimulation between two physical contacts1 hence
giving access to additional spectral bands that can improve better speech understanding2. This technique3,4 is
clinically implemented in the HiRes Fidelity 120TM (HiRes 120®) sound coding strategy. In an adult European multi-
centre study5, HiRes 120 was evaluated in fourteen different centres looking at different aspects of HiRes 120
or/and the new behind-the- ear HarmonyTM 6 processor. The poster focuses on experienced users upgraded from
HiRes on their initial processor to HiRes 120 in combination with the new Harmony.

The aim of the study was to evaluate HiRes 120 in both experienced and inexperienced users on their current
speech processors as well as with the new Harmony processor. This poster focuses on subjects upgraded from
their existing processor (CII BTE, Auria or PSP) to HiREs 120 and Harmony and compares these results to the
results obtained in the wider European multi-centre study.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The study group comprised post-lingually deafened adults ( 6 years of age) with at least 9 months of CI use with
no additional handicaps. All were willing to use the HiRes as well as HiRes 120 on an alternating design. The
study group contained 22 subjects. The mean age at implantation was 49.6 years, ranging from 26.9 years to 78.8
years. See demographics in Table 1.

Table 1: Demographics of the study population. Units in years.
* A missing onset of profound deafness figure has been set to zero although all subjects are post-lingually deafened

All subjects were evaluated with HiRes as a baseline, using their own sound processor (CII BTE, Auria, or PSP).
The subjects were then fitted with HiRes 120 on the new behind the ear Harmony processor and evaluated after 1
and 3 months of HiRes 120 use. After three months of HiRes 120 use, all subjects were changed back to their
initial processor and HiRes for a further month. Hence the baseline and the last condition were the same.

Test sessions were performed at baseline, 1 and 3 months of HiRes 120 use, as well as after 1 month of the initial
configuration. The test sessions included performance tests as well as subjective evaluation. The subjective
evaluation consisted of: the Quality Assessment Questionnaires (QAQ) developed by Advanced Bionics, Harmony
questionnaires and a Battery Log record. The QAQ had three components: a music questionnaire, male and
female controlled comparisons and a speech quality assessment. Speech understanding data were recorded for
listening in quiet and in noise. However, due to a strong ceiling effect in quiet, only sentences data for listening in
noise are reported here; these data better reflecting real life listening situations. All sentence tests were conducted
at +10dB signal-to-noise ration (SNR).

RESULTS

The upgrading of experienced users to HiRes 120 was found to be easy. Few or no adjustments to the T- and M-
values were required. A global decrease of the values was done when switching from HiRes to HiRes 120 in live
mode to give the subject time to adjust. After adjusting the loudness, the original HiRes T- and M- values were
obtained.

The study subjects were evaluated in different countries and therefore, absolute values cannot be displaced. For
each subject, the speech test score obtained with HiRes was subtracted from the speech test score obtained with
HiRes 120 after 3 months. Hence a positive result indicated an improvement with HiRes 120; a negative
value implied better performance with HiRes. The individual subject results are shown in Figure 1. A significant
improvement was obtained with HiRes 120 (sign test p 0.05).

Figure 1: Speech perception data (N=22) for Sentences in noise (+10dB SNR). Results show each
subject’s HiRes score subtracted from their HiRes 120 score: hence, positive values indicate an
improvement when using HiRes 120. The overall improvement was significant (Sign test, p 0.05).

A learning effect was seen between the results obtained at 1 month of HiRes 120 use compared to the results
obtained at 3 months of HiRes 120 use. The data at one month were not significantly better than HiRes data
(p>0.05).

The sound quality questionnaire indicated a benefit for HiRes 120 at 3 months for clarity, quality and immunity to
noise. The immunity to noise was significantly better for HiRes 120 after 3 months of use compared to the HiRes
baseline.

Each subject was given a PowerCel Plus and a PowerCel Slim and was asked to record their battery life to
calculate the mean battery life. The battery life obtained with the Harmony in combination with HiRes 120 was
over 17 hours for the PowerCel Plus and 12 hours with the PowerCel Slim.

The Harmony questionnaire showed that the Harmony sound processor was rated at over 8 out of 10 for
‘reliability’. The PowerCel Plus and PowerCel Slim were both rated ‘very satisfied’ (9.4 and 10 out of 10). The
question concerning comfort returned a rating of 8 out of 10 which refers to ‘comfortable’ (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Results from the Harmony questionnaire (N=22) for comfort, reliability and battery
satisfaction. The scale is from one to ten where ten represents very comfortable/very reliable/very
satisfied

All 22 subjects have finished the study. 82% preferred HiRes 120 in combination with the Harmony. All
subjects chose the Harmony over their initial processor, with the exception of two, who could not decide.

DISCUSSION

The significant performance improvement for the group reported in this poster is less strong that the overall
results seen in the European study (n=46), where an highly significant improvement with HiRes 120 was
seen compared to data obtained with the same subjects when using HiRes (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Speech perception data (N=46) for +10dB SNR. Results show each subject’s HiRes score
subtracted from their HiRes 120 score: hence, positive values indicate an improvement when using
HiRes 120. The overall improvement was highly significant (Sign test, p=0.0096).

The results obtained for sound quality are also less than those obtained in the overall European study where
the immunity from noise was highly significant and clarity of speech as well as pleasantness and quality
were significantly better with HiRes 120 versus HiRes (Figure 4).

Figure 4: SQQ (n=46) showing improvements for HiRes 120 for: clarity, pleasantness, quality and
immunity to noise

This could be due to the fact that many subjects already indicated very high values for HiRes. Some
subjects commented that, once being exposed to HiRes 120, that they would now rate HiRes lower, which is
reflected by a slight drop of the data for sound clarity and quality after return to HiRes in the last month
compared to the baseline with HiRes.
The ease in fitting was in line with what was found in the overall European study. The battery life with 12
hours was slightly less than that found in the overall data. A previous studys7 showed mean battery life for
the PowerCel Slim with the Auria sound processor to be eight hours, the Harmony thus showing a 50%
increase in battery life.
The learning effect seen for the study group reported here was confirmed by the overall data of the study.
This is even more interesting as the study group comprises experienced users. It will be of interest to see
the results of a paediatric study on HiRes 120 and whether the difference in plasticity between paediatrics
and adults has an effect. The overwhelming preference for HiRes 120 in combination with the Harmony
indicates that the state-of-the art technology with 96-dB dynamic range and other recent technology such as
the microphone prove their benefit in everyday life.

CONCLUSION

Upgrading experienced subjects to HiRes 120 was easy to do. The new HiRes 120 strategy in combination
with the Harmony sound processor has proven to be beneficial in both subjective and objective evaluations.
82% preferred HiRes 120 in combination with the Harmony. The new behind the ear Harmony processor is
reliable, comfortable and shows a substantial battery life improvement compared to the previous generation
Auria processor.
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Group Minimum Maximum Mean

Age at
implantation 26.9 78.8 49.6

Age at onset of
hearing loss 0 69.8 20.3

Age at onset of
profound
deafness

0* 78.3 28.7

Duration of
deafness 0 77.1 20.9
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Music studies
One of the most frequently expressed feelings by candidates prior to implantation is the desire to hear and enjoy music.  
However, until recently, the reduced spectral resolution offered by cochlear implants has limited that ability. By improving 
representation of the stimulus spectrum in the electrical stimulation pattern, HiRes 120 may offer the temporal and 
spectral resolution required to hear and appreciate complex music signals.  the posters in this section highlight the music 
perception and enjoyment experienced by Harmony recipients using HiRes 120.
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D Ballantyne, P Mancini, F Orlandi, R Filipo

10th International Conference on Cochlear Implants and Other Implantable Auditory Technologies
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	 •		Assessment	of	music	perception	with	HiRes	Fidelity	120	sound	processing* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
J King, TA Meyer, A Connell, M Edgerton

	 •		The	effect	of	Advanced	Bionics’	HiRes	120	CI	on	self-report	of	music	enjoyment  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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	 •		Assessment	of	music	appreciation	in	adult	listeners	using	HiRes	Fidelity	120* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
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*Summary of oral presentation
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Music Perception in Users of
HiRes 120 (PSP)

Ballantyne D., Mancini P., Orlandi F., Filipo R.
University La Sapienza of Rome

Centro Interuniversitario di Ricerca sulle le Problematiche della Sordità
Department of Neurology and Otolaryngology

Material and Material and MethodsMethods:
Study Group consisted of  7 post-lingual adults, who
had undergone the perceptual channel protocol (AB)
and had been chosen to take part in clinical trials in
order to compare performances between standard
HiRes conditions and HiRes120 with virtual
channels.
Protocol: The experimental protocol was based on
three main features:  a Questionnaire (AB)  for which
patients were asked to listen to three musical  tracks
– Dynamic, Mellow and Vocal tracts – and to fill in
Questionnaires based on rating scales (0-10) as to
their sensations on the quality of sound  and on
appreciation of Loudness and Rhythm. Further tests
included  Recognition of Musical Instruments
(Timbre)  based on Wind (trumpet, clarinet and
flute), String (cello , guitar) and Percussion (piano)
instruments and Pitch Ranking, the last of which was
carried out using the musical scale on a keyboard.
Initially, patients underwent trials with their own map
on the PSP HiRes120 processor (Pre); Subsequently,
after application of virtual channels, using a
repeated  measures design, testing was repeated
after 1, 2, 3 and 4 months.

Results Results and and ConclusionsConclusions:
Findings for the Questionnaire (Fig. 1 a-f)

showed a constant tendency for improvement in
perception of music over time when using the
experimental protocol with virtual channels.  The
only two criteria that didn’t follow this trend were
‘Boomy’ and ‘Tinny’ which both started with good
scores and, remaining stable throughout,
showing no significant differences.
Interestingly, the Classic tract (dynamic) was the
one that showed the greatest improvement and
this could perhaps be attributed to the fact that
being the most complex of the three musical
genres it may have benefited more from the
implementation of virtual channels and hence
enhanced spectral resolution.

Scores for Timbre (Fig.2) were initially
relatively low, improving slightly over time.
However, the AA felt that findings may have been
biased by subjective variables such as knowledge
of music and – by the end of the protocol – by
familiarity with the task itself. Pitch ranking  (Fig.
3) was found to be easier since it was similar to
the task required for establishing presence of
virtual channels using current steering. Rhythm
(Fig. 4) seemed to be fairly easy for all types of
music at all stages of the protocol.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the correlation
between mean number of perceptual channels
and the difference in rating scores (total) for
testing Pre/Post4. Findings  suggest that the
greater the number of perceptual channels,  the
better is music perception especially for Classical
music.

Aim Aim Of The Of The StudyStudy::
The aim of the study is to verify the hypothesis whereby the implementation of perceptual

channels in HiRes 120 (PSP) may lead to an improvement of sound quality in the perception of
music, owing to an increase in spectral resolution.

Fig. 1c: Overall Quality

Fig. 1b: Pleasantness

Fig. 1a:  Clarity Fig. 1d:  Boomy

Fig. 1e: Tinny

Fig. 1f :  Natural
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Hence, increased Spectral Resolution via implementation of perceptual channels with HiRes 120
(PSP) would seem to provide better Perception of Music than with standard HiRes.  Findings were
found to be encouraging, but time is required to work on a larger, more balanced study group.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Background
Most  cochlear  implant users  can understand  speech  in quiet, but music  enjoyment 
has been  limited  [1].   Poor music enjoyment may be a  result of  the  limited  spectral 
information  delivered  by  cochlear  implant  systems  [2].   HiRes® with  Fidelity  120™
(HiRes  120)  sound‐processing was designed  to provide  increased  spectral  resolution
through the use of active current steering.   The purpose of this multicenter study is to 
evaluate music enjoyment and perception, and  to examine  the  relationships among 
music benefit, speech perception, and demographic variables in adult users of HiRes 
120. 

Methods
Subjects
Forty‐one adult subjects, implanted with the CII or HiRes 90K implant, and wearing a 
Harmony sound processor with HiRes 120, have been evaluated to date.  Subjects have 
at least three months of experience with HiRes 120 (and at least 6 months of implant 
experience).  Mean age at implant was 55 yrs (range:26‐85), mean duration of severe‐
to profound hearing loss at time of implant was 13 yrs (range: 1‐48), mean duration of 
implant use at time of enrollment was 5 yrs (range: 8 mos‐23 yrs), and mean duration 
of HiRes 120 use was 1.1 yrs (range: 4 mos‐4 yrs).

John King, PhD, Ted A. Meyer, MD, PhD, Abby Connell, MEd, Meredith Edgerton, AuD

Procedures
Performance was assessed in a single test session on a battery of measures: 

Speech Perception Tests
CNC words (60 dB SPL): Percent correct
BKB‐SIN (60 dB SPL, 4‐talker babble): dB SNR ≈ 50% sentence recognition

Music Perception
UW‐CAMP Univ. of Washington – Clinical Assessment of Music Perception [3]
‐Pitch Discrimination: 2 alternative, forced choice task
‐Timbre (Instrument) Identification: closed set, 6‐note samples of instruments
‐Melody Identification: closed set, isochronous melodies (rhythm cues removed)

Music Enjoyment
‐Rating of music enjoyment and frequency in listening to music [1]
‐Scale of 1 to 10 (1=lowest rating; 10=highest rating

Figure 4. Music 
Enjoyment
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Results
Music Perception
Subjects demonstrated a range of performance on the pitch discrimination, timbre 
identification, and melody identification tasks (Figures 1‐3).

*Oral presentation at 10th International Conference on Cochlear  Implants & Other Implantable Auditory Technologies, San Diego, CA, April 10‐12, 2008.  
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Music Enjoyment
The ratings of music enjoyment and frequency of listening to music were compared to 
those reported for subjects using earlier technology [1].  The ratings were significantly 
higher for the HiRes 120 subjects (p<.001) (Figure 4). 

Music Performance and Demographics
There was   a  significant correlation between age at    implant  (ρ =  ‐.43, p <  .01) and 
duration of CI use (ρ = .47, p < .01) and music enjoyment.  Younger subjects and those 
with more CI experience enjoyed music more  than other subjects.  There also was a 
significant  correlation  between  age  at  implant  and  performance  on  Melody 
Identification (r = ‐.36, p < .05).

Music Perception and Enjoyment
There were no  significant  relationships between music enjoyment and performance 
on the subtests of the UW‐CAMP, as illustrated in Figure 5 for UW‐CAMP Melody.

Music and Speech Perception
There were  significant but moderate  correlations between  speech perception  scores 
(CNC and BKB‐SIN) and performance on the Pitch (CNC: r = ‐0.47, p <  .01; BKB: r = 
0.32, p <  .05) and Melody  tests  (CNC:  r = 0.44, p <  .01; BKB:  r =  ‐0.52, p <  .001), as 
illustrated in Figure 6 for BKB‐SIN.

Summary
Subjects with HiRes  120  listen  to music more often and enjoy  it more  compared  to 
users of previous generation CI technology.  Moreover, music enjoyment is greater for 
individuals implanted at a younger age and those with longer duration of CI use.  The 
UW‐CAMP  is  a  useful  tool  for  assessing  the  basic  psychoacoustic  abilities  that 
underlie music perception. Even  though  the measures  are  challenging  and  reveal  a 
wide range of music perceptual ability,  the majority of  subjects score above chance.  
Notably,  there  are no  significant  relationships  between music  enjoyment  and UW‐
CAMP scores. Thus, subjects still enjoy music even if they perform poorly on a music 
perception  test.      Finally, while  there  is  a  relationship  between  speech  and music 
perception,  each  type  of  measure  yields  informative  rather  than  redundant 
information about the perceptual abilities of CI users.
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The Effect of Advanced Bionics’ HiRes 120 CI 
on Self-Report of Music Enjoyment

Jacob Oleson1, Shawn Lesh1, Kate Gfeller2,3, Jim Mills1, John Knutson4

1. University of Iowa Department of Biostatistics; Center for Public Health Statistics 2. University of Iowa School of Music 
3. University of Iowa Department of Communication Sciences & Disorders 4. University of Iowa Department of Psychology

The survey was administered at baseline 
to 50 subjects accustomed to an 
Advanced Bionics HiRes implant.  They 
then switched from their normal signal 
processing strategy to the HiRes 120 and 
were re-administered the survey one and 
three months post implantation.  The 
survey included sections on:

•Musical Training
•Time Spent\Enjoyment of listening 
to music
•Music Pleasantness
•Sound Processing
•Musical Distinction

Musical training appeared only on the 
baseline survey and Time 
Spent\Enjoyment of listening to music 
varied slightly from baseline to one and 
three months.  However, other sections 
remained consistent throughout all time 
periods.

FACTOR ANALYSIS: A factor analysis 
performed on musical training using 
participation at the four age levels, 
elementary, middle/high school, college 
and adulthood, yielded two constructs.

•Youth (Combination of elementary 
and middle/high school 
participation)

•Adult (Combination of college and 
adulthood participation)

GROUPINGS: The three sections of the 
questionnaire used for testing were 
music pleasantness, sound processing 
and music distinction.  In each section we 
aggregated results into specific 
categories.

Music pleasantness measures were 
combined into the following categories:

•Radio
•Background
•Concert
•CD, Tape or Record
•Making Music

Overall processing ability score was 
calculated by averaging over all sound 
processing categories.

Musical distinction measures were 
grouped into two categories, Vocal 
distinction and Lyrical distinction.

STATISTICAL MODEL: To model the 
trend of the data over time we used 
repeated measures analysis of 
covariance with an unstructured 
covariance matrix.  The two factors Youth 
and Adult were modeled as covariates.  
Analyses were carried out using PROC 
MIXED in SAS v 9.1.

From the model, contrasts were designed 
to test for significance between all three 
time periods.

Methodology:

•The HiRes 120 CI showed significant 
improvement for all music pleasantness 
categories from baseline to one month 
(all p<.04) and all pleasantness 
categories, except making music, were 
significant from baseline to three months 
(p<.03).  No category showed a 
significant difference from one month to 
three months.

•Processing ability showed a significant 
increase from baseline to one month and 
from baseline to three months.  There 
was no difference in processing ability 
from one month to three months.

•The categories pertaining to musical and 
lyrical distinction showed no significant 
change with respect to time.

•The two covariates Youth (elementary 
and middle/high school music 
participation) and Adult (college and 
adulthood music participation) showed 
very little significance throughout the 
models.

•The design of this study did not include 
a control or counter-balance group to be 
used for comparison.  

•Another limitation of the study is the 
Halo effect experienced in switching to a 
product that is perceived to be superior.

•This study was done solely on adults 
therefore the results and inferences can 
not be used to project the effectiveness 
of the CI on children.

•The data from this study was self-
reported.  Therefore, additional studies 
providing perceptual measures of these 
variables are warranted.

Limitations:

Results:

Music Pleasantness Ratings
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•Variables in both Music Pleasantness 
and Sound Processing demonstrated 
similar patterns.  All variables showed 
significantly increased levels of 
pleasantness or increased processing 
ability from baseline to one month (all 
p<.04).  

•Every pleasantness and processing 
variable except “making music” 
significantly increased from baseline to 
three months (all p<.03).

•No variable showed a change from one 
month to three months after the 
implementation of the implant 
demonstrating that the largest effect 
takes place from baseline to one month.  
Meaning in this study music 
pleasantness and sound processing 
showed an initial positive increase then 
leveled off after one month.

•The factors Youth and Adult explained 
very little of the success of the implant.  
This means the amount of previous 
musical training and education did not 
play a significant role in determining the 
change in music pleasantness and sound 
processing of the CI in this group.

•Gfeller KE, Witt S, Kim KH, Knutson J. 
(1998a). The Iowa Music Perception and 
Appraisal Battery.  Iowa City, IA: the 
University of Iowa Hospitals, Department 
of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck 
Surgery.

•Gfeller KE, Christ A, Knutson JF, Witt S, 
Murray KT, Tyler RS. (2000). Musical 
backgrounds, listening habits, and 
aesthetic enjoyment of adult cochlear 
implant recipients. Journal of the 
American Academy of Audiology 11: 390-
406.

Category Youth Adult Base vs 1 Mon Base vs 3 Mon 1 Mon vs 3 Mon

Music Pleasantness
Radio 0.03 0.01 <.01 <.01 0.97
Concert 0.35 0.19 <.01 <.01 0.49
Background 0.63 0.16 <.01 <.01 0.37
CD 0.07 0.02 <.01 0.03 0.57
Making Music 0.33 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.98

Sound Processing
Processing Ability 0.29 0.12 <.01 <.01 0.94

Musical Distinction
Lyrical Distinction 0.46 0.22 0.08 0.18 0.88
Vocal Distinction 0.36 0.12 0.24 0.48 0.69

P-values for Time Interval and Covariates

Discussion:

References:
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The Iowa Musical Background & 
Appreciation Questionnaire (IMBAQ)  
was designed to measure musical 
training, involvement, and appreciation 
prior to participation and throughout the 
study.  

A version of this survey was used during 
a clinical trial of Fidelity 120 which was 
sponsored by Advanced Bionics to 
observe the effect of the HiRes 120 CI on 
music pleasantness and distinction 
measures over a three month period.  

All analyses were done independently of 
Advanced Bionics Corporation

Many cochlear implant users do not 
enjoy music given the limited spectral 
resolution delivered by previous 
technology. 

HiRes Fidelity 120™ (HiRes 120) sound 
processing, CII and HiRes 90K™ 
recipients now have access to up to ten 
times more spectral resolution than 
delivered by older devices.  In the HiRes 
120, spectral bands are created by the 
process of current steering.

Objectives:

Device:

7
CU3

CU

10
CU

10
CU

Current steering is made 
possible because each 
electrode has its own 
separate power source.  
Through simultaneous 
delivery of current to pairs 
of adjacent electrodes, the 
locus of stimulation can be 
steered to sites between 
the electrode contacts by 
varying the proportion of 
current delivered to each 
electrode of the pair 
(Figure 1).  

Figure 1

In most subjects, different pitches are 
perceived as the proportion of simultaneously 
delivered current is varied between adjacent 
electrode contacts.

In HiRes 120, there are eight spectral bands 
implemented for each electrode pair. When 
all 16 electrodes are enabled, 120 total 
spectral bands are created (15 electrode 
pairs times 8 spectral bands).

Advanced 
Bionics HiRes 

120
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Background
The growing interest among cochlear implant recipients and candidates in music 
enjoyment led to the development of the Appreciation of Music by Cochlear Implantees
(AMICI), a clinical tool designed to assess music appreciation using a hierarchy of tasks 
[1].  The AMICI is part of a a battery of tests in an ongoing multicenter study aimed at 
evaluating music benefits in adult users of HiRes® with Fidelity 120 sound processing.  
This report summarizes the current AMICI findings and also examines the relationship 
between the AMICI and self-report of music enjoyment, speech understanding, and 
demographic variables.

Methods
Subjects
Forty-one adult subjects, implanted with the CII or HiRes 90K implant, and wearing a 
Harmony sound processor with HiRes 120, have been evaluated to date.  Subjects have 
at least three months of experience with HiRes 120 (and at least 6 months of implant 
experience).  Subject demographics are summarized in Table 1.

Jaclyn B. Spitzer, Ph.D and Dean M. Mancuso, Au.D.
Columbia University Medical Center, New York, New York

4 mos to 4 yrs1.1 yrsDuration of HiRes 120 use at enrollment

8 mos to 23 yrs5 yrsDuration of CI use at time of enrollment

1 to 48 yrs13 yrsDuration of severe-to-profound loss at implant

26 to 85 yrs55 yrsAge

RangeMeanVariable

Procedures
The AMICI employs 20-30 second commercial recordings of music, arranged in four 
subtests of graded difficulty.  One of the subtests, noise versus music discrimination, 
was not used because previous research showed ceiling effects [1].  The following three 
AMICI subtests were used in the study:

Instrument Identification: closed set; trumpet, flute, tympani/drums, tuba, guitar, violin,  
female vocal, male vocal; target instrument played without accompaniment or with  
accompaniment at a reduced intensity (chance score = 10%)

Identification of Musical Style: closed set; 5 categories of music (classical, Latin, jazz, 
country/western,  rock ‘n’ roll/popular (chance score = 20%)

Musical Pieces Identification: open set; selections considered part of American cultural 
mainstream (acceptable responses: song name, composer, movie, singing or humming 
the piece)

Speech perception was assessed with:
• CNC words (60 dB SPL): Percent correct
• BKB-SIN (60 dB SPL, 4-talker babble): dB SNR ≈ 50% sentence recognition 

Subjects also rated their enjoyment of music in everyday listening situations using a 
scale of 1 to 10 (1 = lowest rating; 10 = highest rating).  

Summary
The results of this study demonstrate that adults derive substantial music benefits with 
HiRes 120 sound processing.  Many subjects were near the ceiling of two of the AMICI 
subtests (Instrument Identification, Musical Styles), suggesting that more difficult 
versions of these subtests might be needed, especially to assess CI users with extended 
device experience or who use advanced sound  processing strategies.  Subjects showed a 
wider range of performance on the open-set Musical Pieces subtest.  Notably, there was 
no systematic relationship between self-reported music enjoyment and performance on 
the AMICI, suggesting that CI users who do not perform well on music tests still enjoy 
listening to music and vice versa.  The significant correlations between AMICI 
performance and speech understanding indicate that the tests tap some of the same, but 
not necessarily redundant, skills.  

Figure 2. Rank-ordered individual 
scores on AMICI Instrument 
Identification. Mean = 72%, all 
subjects scored above chance, 24 
of 41 subjects scored > 70%. 

Assessment of Music Appreciation in Adult ListenersAssessment of Music Appreciation in Adult Listeners
Using HiRes Fidelity 120Using HiRes Fidelity 120®®**

Results
Music Enjoyment

Figure 1. Rank-ordered 
individual ratings of music 
enjoyment.  Mean ranking = 6.3, 
17 of 41 subjects (42%) rated 
enjoyment 8 or higher.  Only 3 
subjects did not enjoy listening 
to music (rating of 1).

Relationships Between AMICI and Other Measures
Correlation analyses showed no significant relationships among performance on the 
AMICI and music enjoyment or demographic variables.  

There were significant correlations between speech perception scores (CNC and BKB-
SIN) and performance on the AMICI subtests (Table 2).

* Oral presentation at 10th International Conference on Cochlear  Implants & Other 
Implantable Auditory Technologies, San Diego, CA, April 10-12, 2008.  

Figure 3. Rank-ordered individual 
scores on  AMICI Musical Styles. 
Mean = 71%, all subjects scored 
above chance.   

r = -.060,
p < .00001r = 0.45, p < .01Musical Pieces

r = -051, p <.01r = 0.39, p < .01Musical Styles

r = -050, p < .01r = 0.42, p < .01Instrument Identification

BKB-SIN*CNCAMICI Subtest

Table 1.  Subject demographics (n=41)

Figure 4.  Rank-ordered individual 
scores on AMICI  Musical Pieces.  
Mean = 47%, 11 of 41 subjects 
scored better than 71% on this 
difficult open-set test.

Reference
[1] Spitzer JB, Mancuso D, Cheng MY.  (2008) Development of a clinical test of 
musical perception: Appreciation of music in cochlear Implantees (AMICI) JAAA
19:56-81.
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* Lower score = better performance on this test

Table 2.  Summary of correlation analyses between AMICI subtests and speech 
perception tests.  
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Current Steering, novel Sound ProCeSSing,  
and new CliniCal toolS
today’s Hiresolution sound processing options consume only a fraction of the capability of Harmony’s electronics 
platform. this electronics capability is enabling research on the expanded benefits of electrical hearing. if such 
research findings culminate in commercial implementations, Harmony (Cii and Hires 90K®) users will have access to 
these advances through software applications without having to undergo additional surgery. at the same time, other 
researchers are developing new clinical tools for assessing implant benefit in different populations. the posters in this 
section explore psychophysics, propose novel processing approaches, and highlight potential assessment tools.
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1. Introduction
The present study investigates the potential benefits of using asymmetric 
pulses on the spatial selectivity of cochlear implant stimulation. It is 
known from physiological studies in animal models that anodic and 
cathodic phases excite the auditory nerve fibers at different sites, as 
shown by the longer latencies obtained in the case of cathodic 
monophasic pulses (Miller et al. 1998, Hear. Res. 119: 142-154 ). Current 
implants use trains of amplitude-modulated symmetric biphasic pulses 
where both phases (anodic and cathodic) are likely to excite the nerve 
fibers. As the position of the electrode relative to the excitable elements 
can strongly influence the response to anodic and cathodic phases 
(Rattay 1999, Neuroscience 89: 335-346), it is possible that, for a given 
electrode, some fibers respond to cathodic phases while others respond 
to anodic phases. The use of asymmetric pulses, where the contribution 
of one phase is reduced by making it longer and lower in amplitude may 
help to limit the effects of this long phase and therefore provide a more 
spatially restricted excitation. Another reason for using asymmetric pulses 
is suggested by a computational model of the guinea pig cochlea (Frijns 
et al. 1996, Hear. Res. 95: 33-48). Frijns and colleagues predicted that 
the use of asymmetric rather than symmetric biphasic pulses would 
approximately double the number of independent channels of a CI with 
longitudinal bipolar electrodes. We will present here the results of two 
experiments that compare the spatial selectivity of symmetric and 
asymmetric pulses both in monopolar and in bipolar modes. 

3. Forward Masking in monopolar mode
• Methods

4. Forward Masking in bipolar mode
• Methods

- Hypothesis: the cathodic phase is less effective than the anodic (cf. Poster #B33). 
So,  using PS or DPS pulses in bipolar mode, the fibers proximal to the electrode for 
which the short, high-amplitude phase is anodic may be more effectively excited
than those proximal to the other electrode of the pair.

- Six maskers (BP-C, PS-C, DPS-C, BP-A, PS-A, DPS-A) evaluated in bipolar
mode on electrodes (4, 14). Polarity (A-Anodic or C-Cathodic) is expressed relative 
to the more apical electrode (4).

- Measure of the threshold shift of the monopolar signal BP-C (cf. section 2) 
measured on the two electrodes 4 and 14 for the six maskers.

- Following our hypothesis, we would expect for PS and DPS that a signal on 
electrode 4 will be more effectively masked by the anodic masker and that a signal 
on channel 14 will be more effectively masked by the cathodic masker (which will be
then anodic relative to channel 14). BP should not show such a selective activation.

- Results

- Significant effect of the interaction between masker polarity and signal 
channel only for the PS pulse shape, consistent with our hypothesis (p=0.041).

- For BP and DPS, no interaction. The threshold shift is similar for both masker
polarities.

2. Stimuli and General Methods
• 4 postlingually deafened adults (S1-S4), all users of the Advanced 
Bionics CII or HiRes 90K implants participated in three forward-masking 
experiments.

• Three masker shapes (BP-C, PS-C, and DPS-C) were used, 400 ms 
pulse trains, 97 µs/phase, 104 pulses per second (pps) in monopolar or 
bipolar mode. For DPS-C, the inter-phase gap was 4.3 ms.

• One signal BP-C,  19 ms, 97 µs/phase, 937 pps, always presented in 
monopolar mode 19 ms after the offset of the masker.

• Masked and unmasked thresholds obtained in a 2AFC, 2-down, 1-up 
adaptive procedure. Each estimate was the mean of the last six out of eight
reversals. Each point represents the mean of 6 estimates.

5. Conclusions
• Methodology: the equating of the forward-masked excitation 
patterns in terms of amount of masking allows the comparison of 
spatial selectivity without normalizing. 

• In monopolar mode, PS-C produced similar or sharper patterns 
than BP-C. DPS-C however produced similar or broader patterns 
than BP-C.

• In bipolar mode, the use of pseudomonophasic pulses (PS) may
reduce the bimodal shape of the spatial excitation pattern and 
threfore help to improve spatial selectivity in CIs. The fibers proximal 
to the electrode for which the short, high-amplitude phase of the PS 
pulse was anodic were more effectively excited than the fibers
proximal to the other electrode of the pair. These data are however
preliminary as they only reflect the excitation produced by relatively
wide (Bipolar+9) maskers and measured only on two electrodes. We
plan to extend this study by investigating narrower separations and 
measuring intermediate electrodes.

Forward-Masked Excitation Patterns Produced by 
Symmetric and Asymmetric Pulse Shapes in Electric Hearing

Olivier Macherey1, Robert P. Carlyon2, Astrid van Wieringen1, Ingeborg Dhooge3 and Jan Wouters1 

1 ExpORL, Department of Neurosciences, KULeuven, Herestraat 49 bus 721, 3000 Leuven, Belgium
2 MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, 15 Chaucer Road, Cambridge CB2 7EF, UK

3 Dept. ORL, Gent University, De Pintelaan 185, 9000 Gent, Belgium

This project is funded by the K.U. Leuven Research Council (OT-project 03/58)

- Comparison of BP-C, PS-C and DPS-C excitation patterns using the 
same BP-C signal.

- Maskers equated in terms of amount of masking produced on the
masker channel (channel 9).

- Threshold shift measured on nine electrodes spanning the electrode array.
- Two series of 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs performed on 

individual subjects’ data (BP-C vs. PS-C and BP-C vs. DPS-C; 
factors=Masker type and signal electrode).

- A pattern is said to be sharper than another if there is a significant effect 
of Masker type. Paired-sample t-tests on individual channels also 
performed (Bonferroni corrected).

• Results

-BP-C vs PS-C (« * » symbols indicate electrodes p<0.05)
S2 and S3: no difference
S1 and S4: sharper for PS-C

-BP-C vs DPS-C (« * » symbols)
S2 and S3: sharper for BP-C
S1 and S4: sharper for DPS-C (significances only on a few channels)

*

*

*
*

*

* *

*
*

*
*

* * * *
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1. Introduction
The present study investigates the potential benefits of using asymmetric 
pulses on the spatial selectivity of cochlear implant stimulation. It is 
known from physiological studies in animal models that anodic and 
cathodic phases excite the auditory nerve fibers at different sites, as 
shown by the longer latencies obtained in the case of cathodic 
monophasic pulses (Miller et al. 1998, Hear. Res. 119: 142-154 ). Current 
implants use trains of amplitude-modulated symmetric biphasic pulses 
where both phases (anodic and cathodic) are likely to excite the nerve 
fibers. As the position of the electrode relative to the excitable elements 
can strongly influence the response to anodic and cathodic phases 
(Rattay 1999, Neuroscience 89: 335-346), it is possible that, for a given 
electrode, some fibers respond to cathodic phases while others respond 
to anodic phases. The use of asymmetric pulses, where the contribution 
of one phase is reduced by making it longer and lower in amplitude may 
help to limit the effects of this long phase and therefore provide a more 
spatially restricted excitation. Another reason for using asymmetric pulses 
is suggested by a computational model of the guinea pig cochlea (Frijns 
et al. 1996, Hear. Res. 95: 33-48). Frijns and colleagues predicted that 
the use of asymmetric rather than symmetric biphasic pulses would 
approximately double the number of independent channels of a CI with 
longitudinal bipolar electrodes. We will present here the results of two 
experiments that compare the spatial selectivity of symmetric and 
asymmetric pulses both in monopolar and in bipolar modes. 

3. Forward Masking in monopolar mode
• Methods

4. Forward Masking in bipolar mode
• Methods

- Hypothesis: the cathodic phase is less effective than the anodic (cf. Poster #B33). 
So,  using PS or DPS pulses in bipolar mode, the fibers proximal to the electrode for 
which the short, high-amplitude phase is anodic may be more effectively excited
than those proximal to the other electrode of the pair.

- Six maskers (BP-C, PS-C, DPS-C, BP-A, PS-A, DPS-A) evaluated in bipolar
mode on electrodes (4, 14). Polarity (A-Anodic or C-Cathodic) is expressed relative 
to the more apical electrode (4).

- Measure of the threshold shift of the monopolar signal BP-C (cf. section 2) 
measured on the two electrodes 4 and 14 for the six maskers.

- Following our hypothesis, we would expect for PS and DPS that a signal on 
electrode 4 will be more effectively masked by the anodic masker and that a signal 
on channel 14 will be more effectively masked by the cathodic masker (which will be
then anodic relative to channel 14). BP should not show such a selective activation.

- Results

- Significant effect of the interaction between masker polarity and signal 
channel only for the PS pulse shape, consistent with our hypothesis (p=0.041).

- For BP and DPS, no interaction. The threshold shift is similar for both masker
polarities.

2. Stimuli and General Methods
• 4 postlingually deafened adults (S1-S4), all users of the Advanced 
Bionics CII or HiRes 90K implants participated in three forward-masking 
experiments.

• Three masker shapes (BP-C, PS-C, and DPS-C) were used, 400 ms 
pulse trains, 97 µs/phase, 104 pulses per second (pps) in monopolar or 
bipolar mode. For DPS-C, the inter-phase gap was 4.3 ms.

• One signal BP-C,  19 ms, 97 µs/phase, 937 pps, always presented in 
monopolar mode 19 ms after the offset of the masker.

• Masked and unmasked thresholds obtained in a 2AFC, 2-down, 1-up 
adaptive procedure. Each estimate was the mean of the last six out of eight
reversals. Each point represents the mean of 6 estimates.

5. Conclusions
• Methodology: the equating of the forward-masked excitation 
patterns in terms of amount of masking allows the comparison of 
spatial selectivity without normalizing. 

• In monopolar mode, PS-C produced similar or sharper patterns 
than BP-C. DPS-C however produced similar or broader patterns 
than BP-C.

• In bipolar mode, the use of pseudomonophasic pulses (PS) may
reduce the bimodal shape of the spatial excitation pattern and 
threfore help to improve spatial selectivity in CIs. The fibers proximal 
to the electrode for which the short, high-amplitude phase of the PS 
pulse was anodic were more effectively excited than the fibers
proximal to the other electrode of the pair. These data are however
preliminary as they only reflect the excitation produced by relatively
wide (Bipolar+9) maskers and measured only on two electrodes. We
plan to extend this study by investigating narrower separations and 
measuring intermediate electrodes.
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- Comparison of BP-C, PS-C and DPS-C excitation patterns using the 
same BP-C signal.

- Maskers equated in terms of amount of masking produced on the
masker channel (channel 9).

- Threshold shift measured on nine electrodes spanning the electrode array.
- Two series of 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs performed on 

individual subjects’ data (BP-C vs. PS-C and BP-C vs. DPS-C; 
factors=Masker type and signal electrode).

- A pattern is said to be sharper than another if there is a significant effect 
of Masker type. Paired-sample t-tests on individual channels also 
performed (Bonferroni corrected).

• Results

-BP-C vs PS-C (« * » symbols indicate electrodes p<0.05)
S2 and S3: no difference
S1 and S4: sharper for PS-C

-BP-C vs DPS-C (« * » symbols)
S2 and S3: sharper for BP-C
S1 and S4: sharper for DPS-C (significances only on a few channels)
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*
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*
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1. Introduction
Polarity sensitivity of auditory nerve (AN) fibers has been extensively 
studied in animal and computational models using both monophasic and 
biphasic stimuli. Responses to monophasic cathodic pulses show in 
general lower thresholds and longer latencies than anodic responses 
(Miller et al. 1999, Hear. Res. 130: 197-218). Similarly, the most effective 
phase of a sinusoidal stimulus was shown to be the cathodic phase in 
single-fiber recordings from the cat (Hartmann et al. 1984, Hear. Res. 13: 
47-62). However, polarity sensitivity may also depend on the electrode 
position relative to the fibers and on the nerve morphology. If so, then, the 
findings obtained in the vast majority of animal experiments may not 
apply to human cochlear implant (CI) listeners (cf. Miller et al. 1998, Hear. 
Res. 119: 142-154). In human CI stimulation, charge-balanced stimuli are 
required to prevent damaging electrochemical reactions. Consequently, 
the effect of absolute polarity, which is usually studied using monophasic 
pulses, remains largely unknown in humans. The following series of 
experiments investigate stimulus polarity effects in eight CI users using 
both electrophysiological and psychophysical measures. Responses to 
symmetric and asymmetric pulse stimuli with an inter-phase gap (IPG) 
are examined to tease out the effects of each polarity phase. The 
experimental design relies on the characteristics of the AN fibers which, 
after a stimulation pulse, undergo a period of absolute refractoriness, 
lasting approximately 400 µs, followed by a progressive recovery. 

2. Overview of the experiments
• 8 postlingually deafened adults, all users of the Advanced Bionics CII 
or HiRes 90K implants.

• Electrophysiological experiments, measure of the electrically evoked 
compound action potential (ECAP) using the Masker-Probe paradigm 
(Brown et al. 1990, JASA 88: 1385-1391). Different masker and probe 
stimuli are tested. The results obtained for the highest probe current levels 
(corresponding to comfortably loud sound sensations) are shown. 
Monopolar configuration; Stimulating Electrode n°9;  Recording Electrode 
n°7; Average of 128 sweeps.

• Psychophysical experiment, masking experiment using the BEDCS 
and APEX software.

Masker Probe

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)+(3)-(2)-(4)

3. Anodic and Cathodic Phase ECAP 
Responses

• Methods

• Results

500 µs

500 µs

2900 µs

2900 µs
• Measure of the response to the first
phase of two delayed pseudomono-
phasic probes (anodic and cathodic
first) presented at the same level
• Masker = Cathodic-first biphasic
• Phase duration = 32 µs

• The first peak most probably reflects a 
residual artifact (sign depends on polarity).
• There was a response to the anodic phase 
for all subjects (negative peak N1 followed in 
some cases by a positive peak P2).
• The response grows with level (cf. Subject 
S5 in panel A)
• Anodic response greater than cathodic, 
which, in all cases except one, was absent.
• Sections 4 & 5 test whether results could
just be due to antidromic propagation of the
response to the anodic probe.

4. Masking effectiveness of Anodic and 
Cathodic phases (ECAP)
• Methods
• Measure of the responses to biphasic
probes with no IPG. 
• 3 different masker conditions: anodic, 
cathodic, and biphasic masking. Probe is
same in all conditions.
• More effective maskers -> larger
response
• Phase duration = 32 µs
• Response to 2 probe polarities averaged

• Results
•The anodic phase was a better masker
than the cathodic phase when presented
at the same level. 
• The probe responses were similar in the
anodic and biphasic masking conditions, 
suggesting the anodic phase was the
effective phase of the biphasic masker.
• On average, the biphasic masker was
presented 2.4 dB higher than the other two
maskers to maintain a similar loudness
percept (cf. effect of IPG on loudness).

5. Masking effectiveness of Anodic and 
Cathodic phases (Psychophysics)
• Methods

MCL (DPS-Cath) > MCL (DPS-Anod): ~=1.6 dB difference (loudness-
balancing)

• Results

1a)
1b)

2a)
2b)

DPS Anodic Masker1 ms 

DPS Cathodic Masker

• DPS-Anodic: short/high phase is a better 
masker than long/low (1a>1b, p=0.02)
• DPS-Cathodic: no difference between 2a) 
and 2b). 
• Although presented at a lower level, the 
short/high anodic phase produced more 
masking than the short/high cathodic 
phase (1a>2a, p=0.022)

• Masker=delayed pseudomonophasic (22 µs / 76 pps) on channel 9 at    
MCL, IPG=6.4 ms.
• Probe=biphasic with no IPG (same phase duration and rate except for 
S4: 43 µs / phase) on channel 8
• 3I, 2AFC adaptive procedure (2-down, 1-up) – threshold measure
• Task: “which signal is different”
• 4 conditions 1a), 1b), 2a) and 2b)

6. Conclusions
• Anodic more effective than cathodic phases. This finding, opposite to 
usual animal data, may reflect the degeneration and/or demyelination of 
the fibers’ peripheral processes (Modelling of Rattay 1999, Neuroscience
89: 335-346  and Rattay et al. 2001, Hear. Res. 153: 43-63 ). Not just due 
to antidromic propagation of the response.

• In novel speech-processing strategies that use asymmetric pulses in 
monopolar configuration, the short, high-amplitude phase should 
preferably be anodic (to get a limited effect of the long, low-amplitude 
phase).

• In longitudinal bipolar configuration, Frijns et al. (1996, Hear. Res. 95: 
33-48) suggested that asymmetric pulses may selectively excite AN fibers 
proximal to the electrode for which the short, high phase is cathodic. We 
would expect a similar improved spatial selectivity but crucially with 
selective activation of the fibers proximal to the other electrode of the pair. 
(cf. Poster #A32) 

This project is funded by the K.U. Leuven Research Council (OT-project 03/58)
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1. Introduction
Polarity sensitivity of auditory nerve (AN) fibers has been extensively 
studied in animal and computational models using both monophasic and 
biphasic stimuli. Responses to monophasic cathodic pulses show in 
general lower thresholds and longer latencies than anodic responses 
(Miller et al. 1999, Hear. Res. 130: 197-218). Similarly, the most effective 
phase of a sinusoidal stimulus was shown to be the cathodic phase in 
single-fiber recordings from the cat (Hartmann et al. 1984, Hear. Res. 13: 
47-62). However, polarity sensitivity may also depend on the electrode 
position relative to the fibers and on the nerve morphology. If so, then, the 
findings obtained in the vast majority of animal experiments may not 
apply to human cochlear implant (CI) listeners (cf. Miller et al. 1998, Hear. 
Res. 119: 142-154). In human CI stimulation, charge-balanced stimuli are 
required to prevent damaging electrochemical reactions. Consequently, 
the effect of absolute polarity, which is usually studied using monophasic 
pulses, remains largely unknown in humans. The following series of 
experiments investigate stimulus polarity effects in eight CI users using 
both electrophysiological and psychophysical measures. Responses to 
symmetric and asymmetric pulse stimuli with an inter-phase gap (IPG) 
are examined to tease out the effects of each polarity phase. The 
experimental design relies on the characteristics of the AN fibers which, 
after a stimulation pulse, undergo a period of absolute refractoriness, 
lasting approximately 400 µs, followed by a progressive recovery. 

2. Overview of the experiments
• 8 postlingually deafened adults, all users of the Advanced Bionics CII 
or HiRes 90K implants.

• Electrophysiological experiments, measure of the electrically evoked 
compound action potential (ECAP) using the Masker-Probe paradigm 
(Brown et al. 1990, JASA 88: 1385-1391). Different masker and probe 
stimuli are tested. The results obtained for the highest probe current levels 
(corresponding to comfortably loud sound sensations) are shown. 
Monopolar configuration; Stimulating Electrode n°9;  Recording Electrode 
n°7; Average of 128 sweeps.

• Psychophysical experiment, masking experiment using the BEDCS 
and APEX software.

Masker Probe

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)+(3)-(2)-(4)

3. Anodic and Cathodic Phase ECAP 
Responses

• Methods

• Results

500 µs

500 µs

2900 µs

2900 µs
• Measure of the response to the first
phase of two delayed pseudomono-
phasic probes (anodic and cathodic
first) presented at the same level
• Masker = Cathodic-first biphasic
• Phase duration = 32 µs

• The first peak most probably reflects a 
residual artifact (sign depends on polarity).
• There was a response to the anodic phase 
for all subjects (negative peak N1 followed in 
some cases by a positive peak P2).
• The response grows with level (cf. Subject 
S5 in panel A)
• Anodic response greater than cathodic, 
which, in all cases except one, was absent.
• Sections 4 & 5 test whether results could
just be due to antidromic propagation of the
response to the anodic probe.

4. Masking effectiveness of Anodic and 
Cathodic phases (ECAP)
• Methods
• Measure of the responses to biphasic
probes with no IPG. 
• 3 different masker conditions: anodic, 
cathodic, and biphasic masking. Probe is
same in all conditions.
• More effective maskers -> larger
response
• Phase duration = 32 µs
• Response to 2 probe polarities averaged

• Results
•The anodic phase was a better masker
than the cathodic phase when presented
at the same level. 
• The probe responses were similar in the
anodic and biphasic masking conditions, 
suggesting the anodic phase was the
effective phase of the biphasic masker.
• On average, the biphasic masker was
presented 2.4 dB higher than the other two
maskers to maintain a similar loudness
percept (cf. effect of IPG on loudness).

5. Masking effectiveness of Anodic and 
Cathodic phases (Psychophysics)
• Methods

MCL (DPS-Cath) > MCL (DPS-Anod): ~=1.6 dB difference (loudness-
balancing)

• Results

1a)
1b)

2a)
2b)

DPS Anodic Masker1 ms 

DPS Cathodic Masker

• DPS-Anodic: short/high phase is a better 
masker than long/low (1a>1b, p=0.02)
• DPS-Cathodic: no difference between 2a) 
and 2b). 
• Although presented at a lower level, the 
short/high anodic phase produced more 
masking than the short/high cathodic 
phase (1a>2a, p=0.022)

• Masker=delayed pseudomonophasic (22 µs / 76 pps) on channel 9 at    
MCL, IPG=6.4 ms.
• Probe=biphasic with no IPG (same phase duration and rate except for 
S4: 43 µs / phase) on channel 8
• 3I, 2AFC adaptive procedure (2-down, 1-up) – threshold measure
• Task: “which signal is different”
• 4 conditions 1a), 1b), 2a) and 2b)

6. Conclusions
• Anodic more effective than cathodic phases. This finding, opposite to 
usual animal data, may reflect the degeneration and/or demyelination of 
the fibers’ peripheral processes (Modelling of Rattay 1999, Neuroscience
89: 335-346  and Rattay et al. 2001, Hear. Res. 153: 43-63 ). Not just due 
to antidromic propagation of the response.

• In novel speech-processing strategies that use asymmetric pulses in 
monopolar configuration, the short, high-amplitude phase should 
preferably be anodic (to get a limited effect of the long, low-amplitude 
phase).

• In longitudinal bipolar configuration, Frijns et al. (1996, Hear. Res. 95: 
33-48) suggested that asymmetric pulses may selectively excite AN fibers 
proximal to the electrode for which the short, high phase is cathodic. We 
would expect a similar improved spatial selectivity but crucially with 
selective activation of the fibers proximal to the other electrode of the pair. 
(cf. Poster #A32) 
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EQUAL LOUDNESS CONTOURS FOR SIMULTANEOUS AND SEQUENTIAL DUAL
ELECTRODE STIMULATION IN COCHLEAR IMPLANTS

Aniket Saoji and Leonid Litvak,
Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA.

METHODS (continued)

Stimuli
A 200 ms pulse train with a 32.32 s pulsewidth and a stimulation rate of 1000 pulses/second
was used to measure uncomfortable loudness level (UCL) and threshold on the physical
electrodes. For simultaneous dual-electrode simulation (Figure 1, Left panel) the current
pulses were presented on both electrodes simultaneously whereas in sequential dual-electrode
(Figure 1, Right panel) stimulation the biphasic pulse presented on the basal electrode
followed the biphasic pulse presented to the apical electrode.

Figure 1: Left panel – stimulus used for simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation. Right
panel – stimulus used for sequential dual-electrode stimulation.

Equal Loudness Contours
Electrode Impedance measurement

For each subject, electrode impedances were measured for the sixteen electrodes using a
32.32 s pulsewidth. The impedance values were used to set the upper limit of the current
( A) that can be used to stimulate individual electrodes.

Uncomfortable loudness level (UCL)
UCL was determined for the apical and the basal electrodes used for dual-electrode

stimulation. In separate conditions, UCL was established for simultaneous and sequential
dual-electrode stimuli with  = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75.

Thresholds
A two-down one-up three interval forced choice procedure was used to measure thresholds

for the apical and basal electrode and for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli
(  = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75). The subject’s task was to identify the interval with the 200 ms pulse
train.

Equal Loudness Level
In the first step, the current level ( A) on the apical electrode (reference electrode) was set

to either 40 % or 70 % of CI listeners DR. Equal loudness levels corresponding to that of the
reference electrode were estimated for the simultaneous and sequential dual electrode stimuli
(  = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) and the basal electrode. A knob manufactured by Griffin
Technologies was used to manipulate current levels in steps of 8 micro amperes. Four trials
(two ascending and two descending) were used to determine the equal loudness levels.

In the second step, the current level on the basal electrode was set to the average of the
four trials (obtained from the first step) and equal loudness levels were estimated for the
simultaneous and sequential dual electrode stimuli (  = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) and the apical
electrode.

*For four CI listeners the apical electrode was used as the reference electrode whereas for the
other four listeners the basal electrode was used as a reference electrode.

Equal Loudness Contours
The equal loudness contours were defined as the average of the equal loudness levels

obtained across the different conditions (apical and basal electrode,  = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 for
simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation).

INTRODUCTION
In cochlear implants (CIs), multiple electrodes are used to deliver electrical

stimulation and generate distinct pitch percepts across the cochlear space. In addition to
the physical electrodes, the place-pitch resolution in CIs can be improved by
simultaneous (e.g., Townshend et al., 1987; Wilson et al., 1993) or sequential (e.g.,
McDermott and McKay, 1994; Kwon and Honert, 2006) dual-electrode stimulation. For
the dual-electrode stimuli, the current is split between the two adjacent electrodes, with
(1- )*I delivered to the more apical electrode of the pair, and *I delivered to the more
basal electrode, where I is the total current and  ranges from 0 (all current on the apical
electrode) to 1 (all current on the basal electrode).

An important difference between simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode
stimulation is the net current needed to generate equal loudness levels as a function of 
and loudness levels. Equal loudness levels as a function of the physical electrodes and the
dual-electrode stimuli is known as an equal loudness contour. Donaldson et al. (2003)
reported that the net current needed to generate equal loudness levels for simultaneous
dual-electrode stimulation with  = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 was similar to those for the
physical electrodes. The largest difference reported in that study was 1.1 dB for  = 0.5
as compared to the physical electrodes. For sequential stimulation, the net current needed
to generate equal loudness levels for the dual electrode stimuli was 2 to 6 dB higher as
compared to the physical electrodes (e.g., McDermott and McKay, 1994; Mckay et al.,
2003). The above studies were performed with different implant devices and CI listeners
and therefore the data cannot be compared to quantify differences in equal loudness
contours obtained for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation.

Purpose
In the present study, equal loudness levels were measured for the physical electrodes,

simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli to quantify the differences in the equal
loudness contours.

METHODS
Subjects

The subjects were seven Advanced Bionics CI listeners (6 unilateral and 1 bilateral CI user). The details for CI
listeners are summarized in Table1. The electrode pair used for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation was
chosen randomly for each subject

Table 1: Cochlear Implant subject summary.

[2 3]CII HiFocus I (No Positioner)453CI7

[9 10]HiRes 90k Helix (Left ear)240 CI6 (Lt ear)

[5 6]CII HiFocus I (Right ear)640CI6 (Rt ear)

[12 13]HiRes 90K 1J224CI5

[6 7]HiRes 90K Helix183CI4

[7 8]HiRes 90K 1J337CI3

[3 4]HiRes 90K 1J238CI2

[3 4]CII HiFocus I (positioner)534CI1

Electrode pair
Implant & Electrode type

Implant use
(years)Age (years)Subjects

ABSTRACT

Simultaneous and sequential stimulation of adjacent electrodes is known to generate
pitch sensations that are intermediate to those of the physical electrodes in cochlear
implant (CI) listeners. In the present study, equal loudness levels were determined for
simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation at overall loudness levels
corresponding to threshold, 40%, and 70% of a CI listener’s dynamic range on the
physical electrodes. Equal loudness levels as a function of the physical electrodes and the
dual-electrode stimuli is known as an equal loudness contour. For the dual-electrode
stimuli, the current was split between the two adjacent electrodes, with (1- )*I delivered
to the more apical electrode of the pair, and *I delivered to the more basal electrode,
where I is the total current and  ranges from 0 (all current on the apical electrode) to 1
(all current on the basal electrode). At the three different loudness levels, CI listeners
balanced the loudness of the physical electrodes to that of the dual-electrode stimuli with

 = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 by adjusting the total current for the dual-electrode conditions.
  On an average the total current for simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation had to be
adjusted by anywhere from -0.18 to 0.32 dB relative to the overall loudness of the current
level on the physical electrodes. Equal loudness contours obtained for the physical
electrodes and the non-simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation, shows a difference in
total current from 2.43 to 5.42 dB, and was strongly dependent on  and the loudness
level across subjects.

The equal loudness contours obtained for simultaneous stimulation are consistent
with the notion of peripheral summation of the electric fields.  For sequential stimulation,
the loudness contours are suggestive of loudness summation that is more central in
origin.  In the context of a real-time strategy, sequential dual electrode stimulation may
be more complicated to control as compared to simultaneous dual electrode stimulation.
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RESULTS
Equal Loudness Contours

Equal loudness contours obtained for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode
stimulation at three different loudness levels (threshold, 40 % and 70 % of the dynamic
range) are shown in Figure 2. For subject CI7 the UCL exceeded the maximum current
level that can be used to stimulate the physical electrodes within their compliance limits.
Therefore equal loudness contours for dual-electrode stimulation was obtained at most
comfortable loudness level.

For simultaneous dual-electrode (  = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) stimulation the net current
needed to produce equal loudness levels was similar to those on the physical electrodes.
For sequential dual-electrode stimulation the amount of current needed to produce equal
loudness levels varied substantially as a function of  .

Figure 2:  Equal loudness contours obtained for the physical electrodes and
simultaneous and sequential dual electrode stimulation ( for  = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75).

Figure 3: Top panels - ratio of the current levels (dB) for simultaneous dual-
electrode stimulation and the physical electrodes. Bottom panels - ratio of the
current levels (dB) for sequential dual-electrode stimulation and the physical
electrodes. Each panel represents the ratio of  to the physical electrodes as function
of loudness levels.

The ratio of the current for dual-electrode stimulation and the physical electrodes
was expressed in dB to determine the adjustment in current levels needed to obtain equal
loudness contours for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation (Figure 3).

where DEL1+2 is the net current for the dual-electrode stimulus and EL1 and EL2 are the
current levels on the physical electrodes. For simultaneous (Figure 3, top panels) dual-
electrode stimulation the differences between the current levels on the physical electrodes
and the dual-electrode stimuli (  = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) were close to 0 dB at three
different loudness levels (TH, 40 and 70 % of DR). However, for sequential (Figure 3,
bottom panels) dual-electrode stimulation the differences between the current levels on
the physical electrodes and the dual-electrode stimuli were strongly dependent on  and
varied across the loudness level.

Figure 4: Mean data for the adjustment in current levels (dB) needed to generate
equal loudness levels for simultaneous (left panel) and sequential (right panel) dual-
electrode stimuli at three different loudness levels (TH, 40, and 70% DR).

The mean data obtained across the right CI ears indicates that the total current for
simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation had to be adjusted by anywhere from -0.18 to
0.32 dB relative to the overall loudness of the current level on the physical electrodes.
Equal loudness contours obtained for the physical electrodes and sequential dual-
electrode stimulation, shows a difference in total current from 2.43 to 5.42 dB, and was
strongly dependent on  and the loudness level across subjects (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
The equal loudness contours obtained for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode

stimulations indicate

1) A constant net current is needed to generate equal loudness levels for simultaneous
dual-electrode stimulation which is similar to the results obtained by Donaldson et al.
(2003). The equal loudness contours obtained for simultaneous stimulation are consistent
with the notion of peripheral summation of the electric fields.

2) For non-simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation the net current needed to generate
equal loudness levels varied as a function of  and the loudness levels. These results are
in agreement to those reported by McKay et al. (2003) and are suggestive of loudness
summation that is more central in origin for sequential dual-electrode stimulation.

3) In the context of a real-time strategy, non-simultaneous dual electrode stimulation may
be more complicated to control as compared to simultaneous dual electrode stimulation
due to the variation in current levels needed to maintain constant loudness as a function of

.
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EQUAL LOUDNESS CONTOURS AND DISCRETE PITCH PERCEPTS FOR
SIMULTANEOUS AND SEQUENTIAL DUAL-ELECTRODE STIMULATION AS A

FUNCTION OF SPATIAL ELECTRODE SEPARATION
Aniket Saoji and Leonid Litvak,

Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA.

METHODS (continued)
Stimuli

A 200 ms pulse train with a 32.32 s pulse duration and a stimulation rate of 1000
pulses/second was used to measure upper limit of comfortable loudness level (UCL) and
threshold on the physical electrodes. For simultaneous dual-electrode simulation the current
pulses were presented on both electrodes simultaneously whereas for sequential dual-
electrode stimulation the biphasic pulse presented on the basal electrode followed the
biphasic pulse presented to the apical electrode.

Experiment 1 (Equal loudness contours)
Electrode Impedance measurement

For each subject, electrode impedances were measured for the sixteen electrodes using a
32.32 s pulse duration. The impedance values were used to set the upper limit of the current
( A) that can be used to stimulate individual electrodes.

Loudness balance – physical electrodes
In the first step, current level on the most apical electrode (EL) was set to the most

comfortable loudness level (MCL). Equal loudness levels corresponding to that of the apical
electrode were estimated for the following electrodes: EL+1, EL+2, EL+3, and EL+4 (Please
refer to Table 1). A knob manufactured by Griffin Technologies was used to manipulate
current levels in steps of 8 micro amperes. Four trials (two ascending and two descending)
were used to determine the equal loudness levels.

In the second step, current levels on the following electrodes EL+1, EL+2, EL+3, and
EL+4 was set to the average of the 4 trials obtained in the first step. Equal loudness levels
were determined for other electrodes in the EL to EL+4 for each electrode at the set level.

Finally the current level on each electrode was set to the average of all the current levels
obtained with the loudness balance method for that electrode.

Equal loudness levels for dual-electrode stimulation
As compared to the physical electrodes, equal loudness levels were obtained for

simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation with  = 0.5 generated by the
following electrode pairs: EL & EL+1, EL& EL+2, EL&EL+3, and EL&EL+4.

Experiment 2 (Pitch Match)
In the past, simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation have been used to

generate intermediate pitches between adjacent electrode pairs. In the present study, tonotopic
nature of the pitch sensations evoked by simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli (
= 0 to 1, step size = 0.1) was examined. In separate conditions, the pitch of the physical
electrode EL+1 in the electrode pair [EL, EL+2], EL+1 and EL+2 in the electrode pair [EL,
EL+2] and EL+1, EL+2, EL+3 in the electrode pair [EL, EL+4] were compared with the
different  values of the dual-electrode (corresponding electrode pair) stimuli by determining
psychometric functions.

The level on the physical electrode was set to the current level from Experiment 1 (First
step). From the equal loudness contours obtained in Experiment 2 (Second step) the current
levels for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli were interpolated for  (from 0
to 1 in 0.1 steps). A two-interval forced choice paradigm was used to measure the
psychometric functions. For the psychometric function the physical electrode and each 
value combination was presented eight times and the current levels were randomized in a
range of ±10% of their equal loudness levels. For each condition a total of 88 trials were used
to measure the psychometric function  The subject’s task was to determine the sound that has
a higher pitch on make a guess. The  value corresponding to the 50th percentile point where
the psychometric function crosses over was considered to be the pitch match for the physical
electrode. Due to time constraints five CI subjects (CI2 to CI6) were able to complete this
experiment.

RESULTS
Experiment 1

For simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation the total current had to be adjusted by
anywhere from -0.2 to 2 dB as compared to that of the physical electrodes. For sequential
dual-electrode stimulation an adjustment of 4.8 to 6 dB was needed to produce equal loudness
levels The adjustment in current levels needed as a function of spatial electrode separation
averaged across the six CI users is shown in Table 1.

INTRODUCTION
In cochlear implants (CIs), multiple electrodes are used to deliver electrical

stimulation and generate distinct pitch percepts across the cochlear space. In addition to
the physical electrodes, the place-pitch resolution in CIs can be improved by
simultaneous (e.g., Townshend et al., 1987; Wilson et al., 1993) or sequential (e.g.,
McDermott and McKay, 1994; Kwon and Honert, 2006) dual-electrode stimulation. For
the dual-electrode stimuli, the current is split between the two adjacent electrodes, with
(1- )*I delivered to the more apical electrode of the pair, and *I delivered to the more
basal electrode, where I is the total current and  ranges from 0 (all current on the apical
electrode) to 1 (all current on the basal electrode). An important difference between
simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation is the net current needed to
generate equal loudness levels as a function of  and loudness levels. Equal loudness
levels as a function of the physical electrodes and the dual-electrode stimuli is known as
an equal loudness contour. Donaldson et al. (2003) reported that the net current needed
to generate equal loudness levels for simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation was
similar to those for the physical electrodes. For sequential stimulation, the net current
needed to generate equal loudness levels for the dual electrode stimuli was 2 to 6 dB
higher as compared to the physical electrodes (e.g., McDermott and McKay, 1994;
Mckay et al., 2003).

In Experiment 1, equal loudness contours were measured for simultaneous and
sequential dual-electrode separation as a function of spatial electrode separation
(maximum of 4 mm or 4 electrodes apart). In Experiment 2, the tonotopic nature of the
pitch sensations evoked by simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli was
evaluated. The pitch generated by the stimulation of the physical electrode was
compared with the different  values for the dual-electrode stimuli by determining
psychometric functions.

METHODS
Subjects
Six Advanced Bionics cochlear implant listeners using the HiRes strategy participated in this study. The range of electrodes
used for simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation for the six CI users were randomly chosen (Table 1).

Table 1: Cochlear Implant subject summary.

3, 4, 5, 6, 7HiRes 90K 1J
0.984CI6

5, 6, 7, 8, 9
HiRes 90K 1J3.959CI5

5, 6, 7, 8, 9
HiRes 90K 1J3.449CI4

6, 7, 8, 9, 10
HiRes 90K 1J2.343CI3

3, 4, 5, 6, 7
HiRes 90K 1J2.634CI2

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
HiRes 90K 1J1.256CI1

Electrode Range
Implant & Electrode type

Implant use
(years)Age (years)Subjects

ABSTRACT
Simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation has been used to generate

intermediate pitches between two adjacent electrodes. However, there are substantial
differences in equal loudness contours obtained for simultaneous and sequential dual-
electrode stimulation. For the dual-electrode stimuli, the current is split between the two
adjacent electrodes, with (1- )*I delivered to the more apical electrode of the pair, and

*I delivered to the more basal electrode, where I is the total current and  ranges from
0 (all current on the apical electrode) to 1 (all current on the basal electrode).

In Experiment 1, equal loudness contours were measured for simultaneous and
sequential dual-electrode stimulation as a function of electrode separation (  4 mm).
The results indicate that the total current had to be adjusted by anywhere from -0.2 to 2
dB dB for the simultaneous dual-electrode stimuli (  = 0.5) across the following
physical electrode pairs ([EL, EL+1], [EL, EL+2], [EL, EL+3], [EL, EL+4]). For
sequential dual-electrode stimulation the total current had to be adjusted by anywhere
from 4.8 to 6 dB to obtain equal loudness levels as compared to the physical electrode.

In Experiment 2, tonotopic nature of the pitch sensations evoked by varying the
simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimuli (  = 0 to 1, step size = 0.1) was
examined in separate conditions. The pitch of the physical electrode EL+1 in the
electrode pair [EL, EL+2], EL+1 and EL+2 in the electrode pair [EL, EL+2] and EL+1,
EL+2, EL+3 in the electrode pair [EL, EL+4] were compared with the different  values
for the dual-electrode stimuli by determining psychometric functions. The current level
on the physical electrode and the dual-electrode stimuli was roved between ± 10 percent
of the presentation level to minimize the use of loudness cue for pitch comparison. As
compared to sequential dual-electrode stimulation a close match was obtained between
the pitch sensation produced by the physical electrodes (between the electrode pairs) and
the place pitch associated with various  values for simultaneous dual-electrode
stimulation.

The results obtained in this study suggest that simultaneous dual-electrode
stimulation between two electrodes separated by at least up to 4 mm may be used to
generate intermediate pitch percepts in a real time strategy.
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Figure 2: Top panels – pitch match obtained for simultaneous dual-electrode 
stimulation. Bottom panels - pitch match obtained for sequential dual-electrode 
stimulation. Each colored symbol represents a different CI listener. For further 
details please refer to the RESULTS section on ‘Pitch match’. 

The pitch match between the physical electrodes (EL+1 & EL+2) and the α value for 
simultaneous (top panel) and sequential (bottom panel) dual-electrode (EL, EL+3) 
stimulation is shown in Figure 2, Middle panels. For simultaneous dual-electrode 
stimulation better separation between the pitch match for the physical electrodes EL+1 
and EL+2 was obtained as compared to sequential dual-electrode stimulation (Table 2). 

The pitch match between the physical electrodes (EL+1, EL+2, & EL+3) and the α
value for simultaneous (top panel) and sequential (bottom panel) dual-electrode (EL, 
EL+4) stimulation is shown in Figure 2, Right panel. Similar to the result obtained in the 
previous condition better spatial representation was obtained for simultaneous than 
sequential dual-electrode stimulation (Table 2). 

Table 2: Show the pitch match between the physical electrode and the α for 
simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation for the different dual-
electrode combinations.

DISCUSSION
Equal loudness contours

A slight increase in current levels was needed to generate equal loudness levels for 
simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation as function of spatial electrode separation (≤
4mm). The equal loudness contours obtained at most comfortable loudness levels are 
consistent with the notion of peripheral summation of the electric fields. For sequential 
dual-electrode stimulation, similar current levels were needed to generate equal loudness 
levels as a function of spatial electrode separation (≤ 4mm). 

Pitch match
As compared to sequential stimulation the place pitch associated with the 

various α combinations for simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation appears to better 
approximate the pitch sensation produced by the physical electrodes (between the 
electrode pairs). However, this results needs to be replicated across a large group of 
implant listeners to better understand the variability across subjects.

REFERENCES

Acknowledgements: Work Supported by Advanced Bionics Corporation 

Figure 1: Equal loudness contours obtained for the physical electrodes (black 
squares), simultaneous (red squares) and sequential (green squares) dual-electrode 
stimulation for the six CI listeners (six rows).

Table 2: Adjustment in current levels (dB) needed to generate equal loudness levels on 
the physical electrodes and simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation 
with α = 0.5 as a function of spatial electrode separation averaged across the six CI 
users. The value in parenthesis shows the standard deviation for each condition.

Experiment 2

The pitch match of the physical electrode (EL+1) to the α value for simultaneous (top 
panel) and sequential (bottom panel) dual-electrode (EL, EL+2) stimulation is show in 
Figure 2, Left panels. For simultaneous and sequential dual-electrode stimulation the pitch 
of the physical electrode matched to α = 0.66 α = 0.54 (averaged across the five CI users). 
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FORWARD MASKED THRESHOLDS FOR MONOPOLAR AND TRIPOLAR
STIMULATION IN COCHLEAR IMPLANT LISTENERS

Aniket Saoji and Leonid Litvak,
Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA.

METHODS (continued)
Stimuli
Monopolar masker

A 350 ms pulse train with a 129.31 s pulsewidth and a stimulation rate of 1923
pulses/second was used as a monopolar maker.

Tripolar masker
 A 350 ms pulse train with a 129.31 s pulsewidth and a stimulation rate of 1923

pulses/second was used as a tripolar masker. The neighboring electrodes were used as the
compensating or the return electrodes with a distant common ground. The amount of tripolar
compensation can be described by a coefficient , which ranges from 0 (monopolar) to 1 (full
tripolar).  More specifically, if current I is delivered to the primary electrode, current –I*( /2)
is delivered to each of the flanking electrodes.

Tripolar probe
Using the same stimulation parameters, a 20 ms tripolar probe was used to measure the

masked thresholds for monopolar and tripolar stimulation. The masker and probe were
separated by 4 ms (Figure 2). The amount of compensation for the tripolar probe was the
same as that of the tripolar masker.

Figure 1: Stimulus for tripolar (left panel) and monopolar stimulation (right panel).

Figure 2: Forward masking paradigm used to measure masked thresholds for
monopolar and tripolar stimulation.

Procedure
Electrode Impedance measurement

For each subject, electrode impedances were measured for the sixteen electrodes using a
129.31 s pulsewidth. The impedance values were used to set the upper limit of the current
( A) that can be used to stimulate individual electrodes for tripolar and monopolar
stimulation.

Tripolar masker
The tripolar masker was set to a maximum amount of compensation for which the most

comfortable loudness level (MCL) could be obtained.

Monopolar masker
The monopolar masker was set at a loudness level equal to that of the tripolar masker. The

monopolar masker was balanced in loudness to the tripolar masker using two ascending and
two descending tracks. Subjects reported varied levels of difficulty in balancing the two
sounds due to the differences in pitch/sound quality. Some subjects mentioned that the
tripolar masker was higher in pitch. The loudness level was manipulated by a knob
manufactured by Griffin Technologies in steps of 8 micro Amperes.

Tripolar probe
The tripolar probe was set to the same amount of focusing as the tripolar masker. In

separate conditions, masked thresholds were measured for monopolar and tripolar maskers as
function of the probe electrodes (two electrodes below the masker electrode, on the masker
electrode and two electrodes above the masker electrode).

INTRODUCTION
A cochlear implant (CI) consists of an array of electrodes used to deliver electrical

stimulation across the cochlear space. One of the factors limiting speech perception in CIs
is the broad spread of current fields or channel interaction produced by monopolar
stimulation. Poor spectral resolution  in CI and its correlation with speech perception
measures (e.g., Herny et al., 2005; Saoji et al, 2007) are consistent with the notion of
spatially broad electrical fields generated with monopolar stimulation. One method of
limiting current flow is to implement current focusing strategies such as bipolar or tripolar
stimulation. As compared to monopolar stimulation these methods restrict the flow of
current over a narrow spatial range, however, it is still unclear as to how well the narrow
spatial patterns are encoded in the CI listeners auditory system.

Bipolar stimulation
In the past, bipolar stimulation has been used in an attempt to limit the spread of

current between adjacent electrodes. Physiological evidence (e.g., Bierer and
Middlebrooks, 2002) indicates a focused pattern of neural excitation for bipolar
stimulation. However, psychophysical forward masking patterns (Kwon and Honert, 2006)
obtained for bipolar stimulation have not been able to demonstrate a consistently narrow
pattern of electrical stimulation as compared to monopolar stimulation. These results may
be able to explain the use of monopolar stimulation as a preferred mode of stimulation for
most CI users.

Tripolar stimulation
In tripolar stimulation, current is delivered to a primary electrode while compensating

current of opposite polarity is delivered simultaneously to two flanking electrodes. As
compared to monopolar stimulation, physiological evidence (e.g., Bierer and
Middlebrooks, 2002) indicates more focused pattern of neural excitation for tripolar
stimulation. However, to date psychophysical  evidence indicating a spatially narrow
pattern of electrical stimulation produced with tripolar stimulation has not been reported in
the literature.

Purpose
In the present study, masked thresholds using forward masking paradigm were

obtained for monopolar and tripolar stimulation to determine, if tripolar stimulation
produces spatially narrow fields of electrical stimulation as compared to monopolar
stimulation.

METHODS
Subjects

Eight post-lingually deafened Advanced Bionics cochlear implant listeners using the HiRes strategy participated in
this study. The subject details are summarized in Table1.

Table 1: Cochlear Implant subject summary.

4CII HiFocus I6.144CI8

8HiRes 90K Implant0.747CI7

6HiRes 90K Implant4.835CI6

6HiRes 90K Implant3.460CI5

6HiRes 90K Implant4.553CI4

6HiRes 90K Implant3.929CI3

6HiRes 90K Implant4.742CI2

6HiRes 90K Implant with Helix3.650CI1

Masker electrodeImplant/ElectrodeImplant use (yrs)Age (yrs)Subject

ABSTRACT
The broad spread of current produced by monopolar stimulation in cochlear implant

(CI) listeners is suspected to adversely influence patient outcomes. One method of limiting
current spread is to implement partially tripolar stimulation, where current is delivered to a
primary electrode while compensating current of opposite polarity is delivered
simultaneously to two flanking electrodes.  The amount of tripolar compensation can be
described by a coefficient , which ranges from 0 (monopolar) to 1 (full tripolar).  More
specifically, if current I is delivered to the primary electrode, current –I*( /2) is delivered
to each of the flanking electrodes.

In the present study, masked thresholds were obtained using a forward masking
paradigm to determine the differences in the spread of current for monopolar and partially
tripolar stimulation. The monopolar and the tripolar maskers were 350 ms in duration, and
were carefully balanced in loudness. Masked thresholds were obtained for 20 ms tripolar
probes for a range of electrodes.

Preliminary data suggest that spectral peak enhancement occurs during partially
tripolar stimulation when   0.8, compared to the monopolar configuration. The masked
thresholds did not show any significant differences between monopolar and partially
tripolar stimulation when  was less than 0.8. These results indicate that a tripolar strategy
with  ranging from 0.8 to 1 could yield a sharper representation of spectral maxima than
monopolar stimulation, and therefore might improve perceptual outcomes in some CI
listeners.
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RESULTS
Overall, the masked thresholds obtained for monopolar and tripolar stimulation 

reveal a peak in the when the masker (either monopolar or tripolar) and the signal were 
presented to the same electrode. The masked thresholds gradually decreased as a 
function of the spatial separation between the probe and the masker electrodes (Figure 
3). 

For subjects CI1, CI2, and CI3 the masked thresholds were similar for monopolar 
and partial tripolar stimulation with σ=0.6. As compared to monopolar stimulation, the 
masked thresholds obtained for subjects CI4, CI5, CI6, CI7, and CI8 with tripolar 
stimulation (σ =0.8, 0.9) reveal spectral sharpening for the masked thresholds obtained 
on the stimulating electrode. 

Figure 3: MS = monopolar stimulation, TS = tripolar stimulation. Masked 
thresholds obtained monopolar (squares) and partial tripolar (circles) stimulation 
for eight cochlear implant listeners. Each panel shows the amount of focusing (σ) 
used for tripolar masker and probe. 

Figure 4: MS=monopolar stimulation, TS = tripolar stimulation. Masked thresholds 
obtained for monopolar (squares) and partial tripolar (circles) stimulation for 
subjects CI4 and CI6 as a function of the amount of the compensation (σ) for the 
tripolar masker. Each panel shows the amount of focusing (σ) used for the tripolar 
masker and probe.

RESULTS (continued)
One hypothesis is when the tripolar masker and the tripolar probe were presented on 
the same electrode it may be difficult for the CI listeners to distinguish between the 
probe and the masker as they would have the same amount of tripolar compensation. 
This may lead to elevated masked thresholds for the stimulating electrode as obtained 
for subjects CI4 to CI8 (with an exception of subject CI6). 
To verify this hypothesis masked thresholds were obtained for monopolar and tripolar 
stimulation as a function of σ for subjects CI4 (Figure 4, top panels) and CI6 (Figure 
4, bottom panels). For the two subjects the pattern of masked thresholds obtained 
with tripolar stimulation (σ=0.8) are consistent with the notion of spectral sharpening. 
However, as the amount of compensation for tripolar masker was reduced to σ=0.6 
the masked thresholds for monopolar masker were similar to those of the tripolar 
masker. This suggests that 1) the pattern of monopolar stimulation is similar to 
tripolar stimulation with σ=0.6 and 2) a tripolar stimulation with high level of 
compensation (σ≥0.8) may be necessary to produce focused electrical stimulation.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, masked thresholds were obtained for monopolar and tripolar 

stimulation to determine the differences (if any) in the spread of current. The results 
obtained in this study indicates that 

• Tripolar stimulation with σ≥0.8 can lead to sharpening of the spectral peaks as 
compared to monopolar stimulation. However, it is interesting to note that the overall 
pattern of stimulation is similar on either side of the spectral peak for monopolar and 
tripolar stimulation.

• For tripolar stimulation with low compensation levels (e.g., σ=0.6) the pattern of 
masked thresholds were similar to monopolar stimulation. This suggests that tripolar 
stimulation with high levels of compensation may be needed to better encode the 
peak-to-valley differences or spectral contrast in cochlear implant listeners.

• The difference in the pitch and/or timber quality appears to be interfering with the 
ability of the subjects to balance loudness for monopolar and tripolar stimulation. 
Some subjects reported that the tripolar stimulus sounds “clean tone” or “stronger”
that the monopolar stimulus. However, the tripolar stimulus was sometimes judged to 
be higher in pitch that the monopolar stimulus. The overall shift in pitch may pose a 
challenge while implementing tripolar stimulation in a real time strategy. 
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PSYCHOACOUSTIC COMPARISON OF SEQUENTIAL AND CURRENT-STEERED PULSE TRAINS

Filiep J. Vanpoucke1,2, Patrick Boyle2, Jeroen J. Briaire3, Johan H.M. Frijns3
1University Antwerp, Dept. Physics, Belgium 2Advanced Bionics Research, Cambridge, United Kingdom  3 Leiden 

University Medical Center, ENT Dept., The Netherlands

1. Introduction
The normal inner ear is a spectral analyzer with an extraordinary 

precision. Approximately for every 0.2 % shift in frequency there is a 
new neural fiber tuned to this frequency. In standard monopolar 
sequential CIS the tonotopic place code of a cochlear implant is
essentially limited to the distance between electrode contacts. The 
distance is on the order of 1 mm, representing a shift of +/- 1/3 of an 
octave. This precision is enough to convey the broad spectral features 
needed for speech understanding, but inadequate to spatially 
represent the fine harmonic structure of speech, music or sounds in 
general. Therefore there is substantial interest in schemes with
greater spatial mapping precision. 

The intracochlear electrical field forms the link between the 
electrode array and the excitable neural tissue. The number of 
different spatial neural excitation patterns is not limited by the number 
of physical contacts but by the number of different electrical fields that 
can be generated. Implants that have multiple current sources can 
shape the electrical field by linearly combining the individual 
intracochlear electrical fields into a new electrical field. By carefully 
selecting the combination weights the electrical field can be designed 
to satisfy some desired property.  

Current steering uses multipolar stimulation to create intermediate 
pitches [1]. Figure 1 shows simultaneous pulse trains with α=0.7. The 
grey lines show intracochlear electrical potentials of an actual subject, 
measured with an accurate electrical field imaging method [2] for 
standard monopolar mode on electrode 7 and 8. The blue line shows 
the combined field (weights 1-α and α). As the current steering 
coefficient α is increased from 0 to 1, the combined field gradually 
moves between the base fields. Its shape and height are similar to the 
base fields. The red line is an indication of the neurons that are 
excitable by the combined field (arbitrary threshold). 

The same weighting principle can be applied to sequential pulses. 
However in sequential mode the individual fields do

not combine into a new electrical field. Still intermediate pitches can 
be generated [2] by interaction at the level of the neural membrane. 

Since the underlying electrical fields for both modes are 
fundamentally different, perceptual differences might result. This study 
compares loudness, pitch and timbre effects of current steered and 
sequential stimulation using psychoacoustic experiments. 

2. Methods
Ten adult subjects, all wearing a HR90K device, participated in the 

study. They are all good performers wearing a 12 or 16 channel HiRes
strategy at a rate of +/- 1400 pps. The mean CVC phoneme score on 
open set Dutch CVC words in quiet conditions at 65 dB is 86.6%. The 
subjects are relatively recently implanted with an average implantation 
use is 10.7 +/- 3.6 months. The average age is 51.4 +/- 15.2 years.

All experiments are performed with the research tools  PACTS 
(psychoacoustic test layer) and BEDCS (electrical stimulus 
configuration). As shown in Figure 2 stimuli are dual electrode, 1000 
pps pulse trains with a total duration of 400 msec and 40 msec
leading and trailing ramps. The pulse width is 32 µsec. The pulses on 
the two channels are either simultaneous or sequential. 

Then equal loudness curves are determined for the dual electrode
stimuli of Figure 2 using a 2AFC adaptive staircase procedure. Six 
intermediate stimuli are created with steering coefficient values α = 0.25, 
0.50 and 0.75 and with sequential or simultaneous stimulation. The 
stimulation level of the apical most electrode stimulus is set to most 
comfortable level. The level of all other stimuli is loudness balanced to 
this reference stimulus. 

Loudness of the stimulus is expressed in terms of electrical dynamic 
range (EDR). 

I1 = (1-α)·(T1+edr ·(M1-T1)) I2= α·(T2+edr ·(M2-T2))
edr=1 and edr=0 corresponds respectively to MCL and THR level (on 

both electrodes). 

Some subjects reported that the stimulus became inaudible around
α=0.50. The decrease can be compensated by increasing the current 
level. The equal loudness compensation is approximately triangular and 
can be modeled by

eql(α) = 1 + β · min(α,1- α)                                                    (Eq. 1)        
The optimal coefficient β depends on the subject and the electrode pair. 

The standard deviation around this equal loudness model is 16.4 % or 
1.32 dB. 
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Figure 3 shows the equal 
loudness curves expressed 
as percentage edr. For 
simultaneous stimulation the 
curves are almost horizontal. 
This implies a constant 
loudness percept as the 
steering coefficient is varied. 
This is consistent with the 
fact that in Figure 1 the 
electrical field graph 
approximately keeps its size 
and shape. The standard 
deviation is 6.7% or 0.56 dB. 
In [1] a maximum deviation of 
1.1 dB was found for stimuli 
offered at medium loud and 
medium soft level.  
For sequential stimulation, if 
current is kept constant, 
there is a substantial and 
systematic loudness 
reduction as α is varied. 

3. Equal loudness balancing 
First threshold and most comfortable level are determined for all single 

electrodes. In this experiment three electrode pairs are tested: apical 3-4, 
mid 7-8 and basal 12-13. All levels are carefully loudness balanced within 
and across electrode pairs. In many cases there is a slight asymmetry in 
levels within an electrode pair. 

Figure 2: Oscilloscope view and parameters of the dual electrode
stimuli. Seq = 1: sequential pulses. Seq =0: simultaneous pulses, α = 
current steering coefficient

Figure 1: current steering

Figure 3: equal loudness contours
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4. Pitch discrimination
A second experiment studies the pitch discrimination performance with 

simultaneous and sequential stimulation. Especially for sequential 
stimulation the risk exists that pitch cues might be confounded by 
remaining loudness cues. To maximally provide equal loudness across 
stimuli the patient and pair specific piecewise linear equal loudness 
compensation determined in the previous experiment is used. In addition 
the test is repeated with three levels of loudness roving (0%, 6% and 
12%). Under the assumption that a subject would make use of loudness 
cues,  his/her performance should be significantly affected by increasing 
amounts of roving. 

The test uses a 3AFC adaptive staircase setup to determine the 
smallest noticeable difference in steering coefficient. The procedure is 
terminated after 12 reversals with the 6 last results used in the result 
calculation. In a pilot trial we found that even with prior training some 
subjects did not reach a stable level, reflecting their limits of auditory 
perception. A down- or upward trend was still visible in the last 6 reversal 
points. In this experiment we fit a straight line through the reversal points. 
In case the fit deviates too much from horizontal (R2 > 0.3) additional 
reversal points are taken. An example is shown in Figure 4. 

The group data results are shown in Figure 5. There are no significant 
differences between simultaneous and sequential. Sequential stimulation 
provides slightly better results for the electrode pair 11-12, but that 
performance is sensitive to roving. Loudness cues might have played a 
role for the 0% and 6% case. In simultaneous mode roving does not 
affect the results.

5. Perceptual dimensions
To study pitch and timbre differences a multidimensional scaling

experiment was performed. The open nature of an MDS experiment is 
interesting. The subjects hear differences in loudness, pitch and timbre 
and convert these differences into a dissimilarity number based on their 
own perception. Therefore this technique is potentially applicable to 
detect sound quality differences between sequential and simultaneous 
stimulation. 

The MDS trial was performed on the electrode pair 7-8. All possible 
pairs of the 8 stimuli in Figure 2 were formed. For each pair the subject 
indicated on a continuous scale how different the two stimuli sounded. 
Each pair was repeated 4 times. The average scores were converted into 
a dissimilarity matrix. The sequential stimuli were loudness balanced with 
eq. 1 with optimal β for each user and electrode pair. 10% amplitude 
roving was applied to mask remaining loudness cues. Subjects had the 
opportunity to accustom to the sounds and were instructed to use the full 
scale. 

The resulting dissimilarity matrices are shown in Figure 6. The group 
matrix has the expected structure. Pairs further away from the diagonal 
were found to be more perceptually different than pairs closer to the 
diagonal, reflecting a bigger difference in α. Differences were also 
heard between stimuli only differing in stimulation mode. However 
several subjects had trouble with this task and used the scale 
ineffectively (S1, S2, S5, S9).  

The dissimilarity matrices were processed with the non-metric 
multidimensional scaling clustering algorithm “mdscale” in matlab. The 
resulting point clusters in 2D are shown in Figure 7. For most users and 
the group data a pitch dimension is appearing. No systematic timbre 
difference between simultaneous and sequential data points could be 
identified.  

6. Conclusion
This study investigated loudness, pitch and timbre effects of dual 

electrode stimuli differing in current steering coefficient and 
sequential/simultaneous mode. 

Simultaneous stimulation provided a stable loudness percept. For
sequential mode up to a 100% increase in equal loudness levels (EDR) 
was observed. These loudness variations are probably due to charge 
leakage from the neural membranes between the pulses. A simple 
loudness compensation model was proposed. 

The absence of changes due to loudness roving in the pitch 
discrimination task suggests that the intermediate percepts are truly 
different in pitch rather than loudness. 

An unstructured multidimensional scaling experiment was conducted 
to identify differences in pitch and stimulation mode. Better control 
measures will be needed to reduce the response variability, as not all 
subjects were able to complete this task successfully. In approximately 
half of the subjects a pitch dimension could be found. Timbre 
differences were present, but did not result in systematically different 
trajectories in perceptual space.
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Complex electrode configurations, such as Quadrupoles, using multiple contacts inside the
cochlea have been investigated as a means to reduce channel interaction compared to
monopolar stimulation. Although these complex configurations increase spatial selectivity, they
invariably require higher current levels to achieve sufficient loudness growth than a Monopolar
configuration1).
Objective: This study tests whether direct measures of the electrical field created by various
complex electrode configurations can predict loudness growth for these configurations in
individual patients.

Equal Loudness of behavioural levels To test the hypothesis mentioned above, Threshold
an Most Comfortable Levels (MCLs) were established for Monopolar and Quadrupolar
electrode configurations with RCFs varying from 0 to 100%, and balanced for loudness,
using an adaptive staircase procedure (2IFC one-up / one-down), at 100%, 60% and 30% of
the dynamic range.

Ten postlingually deaf adults participated in this study, with a mean age of 57.8y (42.8y-69.2y)
and a mean duration of deafness of 7.2y (0.4y-16.9y) and with at least two year experience. All
subjects were implanted with a C II or HiRes 90k cochlear implant with a HiFocus electrode
(Advanced Bionics).
Five subjects were implanted with a positioner, intended to achieve a medial wall electrode
position.

Electrode configurations

Highly accurate Intracochlear Electrical Fields were measured for all electrode configurations
using the EFIm software package (Advanced Bionics), which allows to identify separate
network model components2).

Multipolar Intracochlear Electrical Fields and the estimation of
equal Loudness

Intracochlear Electrical Field measurements vs. psychophysical data

In this example, the ratio between Monopolar (RCF=100%) and Quadrupolar
(RCF=0) peak height is approximately 1:6. Assumed that the peak height of the
Electrical Field is a measure for loudness the quadrupole is 6 times softer than
the Monopole with the same stimulus current.

Construction of Multipolar
Intracochlear Electrical Fields

The Quadrupolar intracochlear electrical
field cannot be estimated reliably due to the
large recording ‘gap’ from three adjacent
stimulating electrodes. Therefore we
constructed Electrical fields from the
multipolar electrode configurations by linear
summation of Monopolar Electrical fields. In
this example, a ‘full’ Quadrupole (RCF of 0)
is constructed.

Our hypothesis is that the peak height of the measured Intracochlear Electrical Field is a
measure for loudness, therefore the maxima of the intracochlear fields of the measured
configurations need to be made equal when equal loudness is desired. The ratio of the peak
height between Monopolar and Quadrupolar configurations was calculated for each RCF.

CONCLUSIONS

Example of Monopolar, Bipolar and
Quadrupolar electrode configurations
used in this study. The red arrows
indicate the amplitude of the stimulus
current. The Remote Current Fraction
(RCF, green arrow) is the current that
flows to the extracochlear reference
electrode.

For most subjects without a positioner, the equal loudness ratios from the far field EFI
measurements closely match the equal loudness ratios from the loudness balanced
behavioural levels. In contrast, most subjects with a positioner showed a strong relation of
the near field EFI measurements with the perceived loudness.

This effect was consistent between Bipolar and Quadrupolar configurations per electrode for
each subject, suggesting a strong relation of electrode position with the perceived loudness.
The differences between the subjects with and without a positioner suggest a strong influence
of the position of the electrode array in the cochlea. A possible explanation is that the (forced)
medial position of the electrode array due to the positioner causes a significant contribution of
the near field to the perceived loudness.

Contact impedance model. rC represents the
tissue impedance; rB represents the purely
resistive part of the contact impedance, which
is mainly associated with the near field of the
electrode. The near field is defined by a local
potential rise, due to the relatively high current
density3).

A typical Intracochlear Electrical Field
recording. For on-stim recordings (in this
case electrode 8), the contribution of the
resistive part can be separated from the
contribution of the reactive part of the contact
impedance, so any current dependence is
eliminated from the result. For off-stim
recordings, the measurement is purely
resistive.

Electrical field measurements

Subjects

Although the Equal Peak = Equal Loudness hypothesis is a typical threshold theory, we saw no
large differences between the results at the different dynamic ranges tested. This suggests that
the analysis of the peak height of the Intracochlear Electrical Fields can predict loudness.
However, it has to be mentioned that we assumed a uniform survival of the spiral ganglion cells
along the basilar membrane. This is probably not the case in all subjects. The distance to the
recruited nerve fibres may be larger, depending on local nerve survival, even in subjects with a
positioner. Thus the contribution of neural survival cannot be neglected. This is, along with
information about the position of the electrode array, subject to further research.
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Introduction

Method

Due to the high stimulation rates of modern cochlear implant systems, frequency information may 
be conveyed better in the waveform’s envelope than in previous generation systems.  However, the 
frequency resolution of cochlear implant users is still far below that of normal hearing subjects. 
Investigation of the frequency difference limen (FDL) could improve understanding of the 
mechanisms for frequency discrimination and thus help to improve speech processing strategy 
development. Therefore, FDLs were measured in subjects with HiRes as well as different 
implementations of a current steering strategy (CS). 

Results

Conclusion

Fig. 2: Results in the frequency difference limen test versus the performance in the HSM sentence test with
competing talker (5dB SNR)

Determination of the Frequency Difference Limen in 
cochlear implant users fitted with different speech 
coding strategies

A. Buechner1, M. Brendel1, G. Joseph1, C. Frohne-Buechner1,2, Th. Lenarz1

Medical University of Hannover, Department of Otolaryngology, 
Hannover, Germany (Director: Prof. Dr. med. Th. Lenarz)
1Medical University of Hannover, 2Advanced Bionics GmbH

Data are presented from a cross-over study evaluating three different current steering 
implementations [1] as well as a conversion study from the previous generation clinical system 
(PSP, CII BTE or Auria with HiRes) to HiRes120 on the new Harmony processor [2]. Additional 
data were collected during a cross-over study between HiRes and Current steering starting with first 
fitting [3]. Frequency difference limen (FDL) were measured and compared with the pitch 
resolution supported by current steering (number of perceptual channels). In addition demographical 
data and results in the HSM sentence test in speech shaped noise (10dB SNR) as well for a single 
competing talker (5dB SNR) were collected. This resulted in an overall number of 139 FDL 
measurements from 29 subjects. For example 8 subjects participated in the cross over study with 
three current steering implementations and contribute eight FDL measurements (two in HiRes, six in 
Current steering) while 8 further subjects contribute five FDL measurements (three in HiRes, two in 
Current Steering).
The frequency discrimination with each strategy was evaluated using a three-interval-two-
alternative-forced-choice task (3IAFC) using an iterative adaptive method test. The signal was 
generated by a computer using the Psychoacoustic Test System (PACTS) by Advanced Bionics and 
delivered to the auxiliary input of the subject’s speech processor. Each run contained three stimuli: 
twice a reference tone (fixed frequency) and once a probe which were presented in random order. 
The probe started at a frequency of two thirds higher than the reference frequency. The subject was 
asked to indicate which of the three stimuli presented was higher in pitch. After two consecutive 
correct answers the frequency of the probe stimulus was decreased; after each incorrect answer the 
frequency was increased. The procedure was continued until 8 reversals were obtained and the mean 
of the last four reversals was taken as the result for that particular run. Intensity was roved by 
randomly varying the electrical output of ±10% to minimize loudness cues. The experiment was 
repeated two times for each subject and the mean value of both trials was calculated. Frequencies in 
the middle, as well as at the edge, of the channel 8 and 12 filter bands were measured; respectively. 
For a 16 channel program this means at 1280, 1390, 2544 and 2904 Hz. The further analysis 
concentrates on the frequencies in the center of the filter band, unless otherwise noted.
The number of perceptual channels was determined by measuring the just noticeable difference 
between intermediate channels [4].

PACTS allowed FDL testing within a reasonable time: the task described above took about 20 
minutes. 
A significant better FDL for the center frequency of channel 8 was found for Current Steering 
compared to HiRes, while the improvement at the edge showed only a trend. In channel 12 
difference between the two strategies resulted in a highly significant improvement at the edge, but 
no statistical meaningful improvement at the center. 
The processor did not show any significant influence on the FDL, even though the front end 
processing was improved significantly from the PSP to the Harmony. However, the duration of CI 
experience in the Harmony group was significantly shorter than in the PSP group.

FDL seems to be a viable test to enhance the test battery for studies investigating the potential 
differences between speech coding strategies.
Implementation of a current steering strategy actually leads to a significantly smaller FDL than 
conventional sequential strategies. Duration of deafness showed a significant influence on the FDL 
as did the number of perceptual channels.

In accordance with a study starting from first fitting onwards [3] we found a significantly better 
FDL on the center of channel 8 when comparing conventional HiRes with current steering.  The fact 
that the significant difference in FDL was found in the center of channel 8 but at the edge of channel 
12 seems to hint that fundamental differences between the frequency differentiation in the respective 
frequency range occur. However, further analysis of the data and probably further experiments are 
required to investigate this in more detail. 
When grouping the measurements independently of the strategy only the duration of deafness 
showed a significant correlation to the FDL. Several studies showed that the age did not have an 
influence on CI performance therefore it was not expected here as well. The duration of hearing 
impairment was assessed retrospectively in most subjects and is anyway difficult to define. This 
may obscure any correlation which was theoretically expected.
The approach of pooling the data between different studies was chosen because of the advantage 
that a relatively high number of measurements were available. On the other hand subjects contribute 
with different numbers of measurements. The analysis did not control for any systematic influence 
due to the multiple data sets from single subjects. However, we believe this approach can still be 
justified as the data were always collected with different programs and at different days.

Discussion

Fig. 3: Results in the frequency difference limen test versus the duration of deafness prior implantation

Fig. 1: Result in the frequency difference limen test broken down by strategy (bold line: median; box: quartile; o: 
outlier meaning 1.5 to 3 times a quartile; *: extrema meaning > 3 times a quartile)
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Fig. 4: Results in the frequency difference limen test versus the number of perceptual channels in the
respective partition of the cochlea

The following correlations were found:
•A highly significant negative correlation between both speech perception test results and the FDL 
in both channels (fig. 2)
•A highly significant correlation between the duration of deafness and the FDL in channel 8 (fig. 3)
•A highly significant correlation between all four FDL results
•A highly significant negative correlation between the number of perceptual channels and the FDL 
in the medial cochlear partition and a significant correlation in the basal partition (fig. 4).
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Determination of the Frequency Difference Limen in 
cochlear implant users fitted with different speech 
coding strategies
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Medical University of Hannover, Department of Otolaryngology, 
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INTRODUCTION
The HiRes Fidelity 120 strategy uses simultaneous adjacent dual-electrode stimulation to generate

intermediate pitches (e.g., Townshend et al., 1987; Wilson et al., 1993) and to increase place- pitch resolution in
cochlear implant users. For the dual-electrode stimulus, the spatial location of the intermediate pitch is
determined by the proportion of the current delivered to the two electrodes.

Simultaneous stimulation of non-adjacent electrodes can be used to generate pitches that are similar matches
to those generated by the intermediate physical electrodes (Townshend et al., 1987; Saoji and Litvak, 2007).
Equal loudness contours measured for non-adjacent dual electrode stimulation are consistent with the notion of
peripheral summation of electrical fields for electrodes separated by 1, 2, 3, and possibly 4 mm (Saoji and
Litvak, 2007). Furthermore, psychophysical evidence suggests that simultaneous stimulation of two electrodes
separated by up to 4 mm can be used to create place pitch corresponding to that of the intermediate physical
electrodes Thus, it may be possible to generate a virtual electrode using simultaneous stimulation of non-
adjacent electrodes (Saoji and Litvak, 2007).

Aim of study
To determine if virtual electrodes generated using simultaneous stimulation of non-adjacent electrodes can be

effectively used to compensate for the loss of stimulation resulting from disabled electrodes.

METHODS
Subjects

Nine Advanced Bionics cochlear implant listeners using the HiRes Fidelity 120 strategy participated in this
study.  They were fit with and tested with the six maps below.

sedortcelE       spaM     
                                   1       2      3       4      5      6      7      8      9     10     11    12    13    14    15    16

  1)  16EL

  2)  9EL SPAN

  3)  13EL SPAN (A)

  4)  13EL SPAN (B)

  5)  13EL GAP (A)

  6)  13EL GAP (B)

1) 16EL = 16 electrode Fidelity120 baseline. 2) 9EL SPAN = Electrodes 2,4,6,8,10,12,14 disabled with 7
virtual electrodes. 3) 13EL SPAN (A) = Electrodes 3, 4, and 5 disabled with 3 virtual electrodes. 4)  13EL SPAN
(B) = Electrodes 12, 13, and 14 disabled with 3 virtual electrodes. 5) 13EL GAP (A) = Electrodes 3, 4, and 5
disabled. 6) 13EL GAP (B) = Electrodes 12, 13, and 14 disabled.

Figure 1: EL = electrodes. SPAN = simultaneous non-adjacent dual electrode stimulation was used to
compensate for the loss of stimulation resulting from disabled electrodes. GAP =  the frequency regions
corresponding to the disabled electrodes were redistributed to the active electrodes. The subjects had no prior
experience with maps 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Stimuli
AZ Bio sentences were used to measure sentence recognition scores for the six maps. Sentence tokens were

presented at 65 dB SPL and speech recognition scores were measured in quiet and in the presence of background
noise (4-talker babble with 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio).

RESULTS

Figure 2: Sentence recognition scores for nine cochlear implant users for the six maps. Due to time constraints
sentence recognition scores could not be obtained for subjects CI1, CI2, and CI3 for maps 5 and 6.

                      p < 0.01 (*)
Figure 3: Speech recognition scores for six maps averaged across nine cochlear implant users.

Overall the speech recognition scores obtained for 9EL SPAN, 13EL SPAN (A), and 13 EL SPAN (B) maps
are comparable to those obtained with the CI users 16EL Fidelity 120 map (baseline). The overall sound
quality of the maps with virtual electrodes was comparable to that of the CI users’ 16- electrode Fidelity 120
baseline map.

The speech recognition scores obtained with 13EL GAP (A) and 13 EL GAP (B) maps revealed a decrease in
performance as compared to CI users’ 16EL Fidelity 120 baseline maps. CI users reported a strong preference
for their 16- electrode Fidelity 120 map as compared to the maps with disabled electrodes

DISCUSSION
The loss of stimulation resulting from disabled electrodes over a spatial distance of up to 4 mm can lead to a

decrease in speech recognition scores.

Preliminary results are consistent with the notion that virtual electrodes generated using simultaneous
stimulation of non-adjacent electrodes can be effectively used to compensate for the loss of stimulation
resulting from intermediate disabled electrodes.

REFERENCES
Townshend, B., Cotter, N., van Compernolle, D., and White, R. L. (1987). J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 82, 106–115.
Wilson, B. S., Zerbi, M., and Lawson, D. (1993). NIH Contract N01-DC-2-2401, 3rd Quarterly Progress
Report, 1 February–30 April 1993.
Saoji, A. A. and Litvak, L. M. (2007). Conference on implantable auditory prosthesis (CIAP).

Use of “virtual electrodes” generated with simultaneous stimulation to program around
disabled electrodes in Fidelity120
Aniket Saoji and Leonid Litvak,

Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation between adjacent electrodes has been used in the Fidelity

120 strategy to generate intermediate pitches between two electrodes. Recent psychophysical evidence suggests
that simultaneous stimulation of two electrodes separated by up to 4 mm can be used to create place pitch
corresponding to that of the intermediate physical electrodes. Potentially, this technique can be used to program
around electrodes that need to be disabled. The goal of this study is to compare performance and preference of
Fidelity 120 strategy where some of the physical electrodes were replaced with virtual ones.

Study Design: An experimental version of Fidelity 120 strategy that utilizes virtual electrodes generated by
stimulation of non-adjacent electrodes was implemented. Sentence recognition scores were measured in CI users
with the following maps: 1) Fidelity 120 with 16 electrodes 2) Fidelity 120 with 9 electrodes (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15, 16) and 7 intermediate virtual electrodes 3) Fidelity 120 with 13 electrodes and 3 virtual electrodes
corresponding to the place pitch of physical electrodes 3, 4, and 5 and 4) Fidelity 120 with 13 electrodes and 3
virtual electrodes corresponding to the place pitch of physical electrodes 12, 13, and 14.
 Results: Preliminary results indicate no significant differences in sound quality and sentence recognition
scores obtained for the four different maps.

Conclusion: Simultaneous dual-electrode stimulation of electrodes separated by up to 4 mm can be used in
the rehabilitation of intermediate disabled electrodes in cochlear implant users.
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Development and evaluation of a pediatric audio-visual 
speech test in noise

Laure Arnold1, David Canning2, Patrick Boyle1

1Advanced Bionics Europe, Rixheim, France; 2University College London, UK

METHODS
The materials from the existing McCormick [3]
and English as a Second Language (E2L) [1]
toy tests were selected (Table 1). The words
were recorded from one boy and one girl, both
11 years old. Video editing was performed
using VirtualDubMod and CoolEdit, to add
multi-talker babble noise to the video files. A
display adaptor capable of driving two
monitors simultaneously (“subject” screen
allowing lip-reading and “clinician” control
screen) was created and software prepared to
drive it (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the clinician
control screen.

Figure 3 shows the PAVT thresholds for the test
taken in audio only and audio-visual modes. As
the bars represent signal to noise ratios, the
lower bars indicate better results. In all but one
case, the audio-visual condition led to better
results: the subjects were able to understand
more words when they were adding lip-reading
information to audio signal. On average, the
SNR gain obtained when using lip-reading was
8.3 dB. The subject who scored lower in the
audio-visual condition had also reported not
using lip-reading in everyday life.

CONCLUSION
The feasibility of preparing recorded audio-
visual material to evaluate the benefit of lip-
reading was confirmed: the PAVT provides a
rapid measure of SNR threshold for audio-visual
and audio only word recognition. The ability to
present the test in noise allows for a better
representation of real-life conditions. In addition
to the possibility of assessing speech
understanding in difficult listening situations, this
tool may also assist in determining rehabilitation 
options for implanted children whose lip-reading
ability is of importance in the choice of
educational settings.
The next steps will focus on: extended
validation studies, interface and ergonomics
improvements, implementation of a roving
option. Some additional features may be
considered later, such as extension of the
platform to include open-set material for older
children.

Table 1: Brief description of the Mc Cormick and E2L
toy tests, with lists of words.

McCormick toy test
•Discrimination test with pairs of words, which are
generally recognized by children from an early age. 
Each word in the list has a matching item in the set
and a paired item with a similar vowel or diphthong,
but differing consonants.
•Tree/Key/Shoe/Spoon/Cow/House/Plane/Plate/Hors
e/Fork/Man/Lamb

E2L toy test
•6 pairs of words with matched vowels, chosen from
words known to be among the first words learnt by
children arriving in the UK from the Indian Sub
Continent
•Bus/Brush/Sweet/Key/Car/Bath/Bed/Egg/
Cup/Duck/Plate/Plane

Figure 1: Typical PAVT setup. The clinician facing the
control screen is sitting close to the subject to be able
to communicate effectively. The child is sitting at a
table, facing the subject screen, with printed picture
cards or toys (depending on the age) to point at.

OBJECTIVES
The trend in the UK is to push towards
mainstream education for all children with
special educational needs, including hearing
impaired children with cochlear implants (CI). 
However, the listening demands of
mainstream schools vary considerably as well
as the listening abilities of CI users. It is
therefore necessary to be able to describe the
auditory needs of children with impaired
hearing in order to make appropriate
decisions regarding school placement and
rehabilitation. Since they can vary
considerably depending on the environment,
signal to noise ratios (SNR) are a significant
factor in classroom listening and should be
taken into account regarding school
placement. Furthermore, speech reading is
important for some pupils in typical classroom
situations whereas some other children are
unable to make use of it. The objective of this
work was to develop a paediatric audio-visual
speech test in noise (PAVT) to be able to
evaluate the benefit obtained from adding lip-
reading information to auditory signal. The aim
was to obtain a test with a high face validity
and high reliability, suitable for children with
low language levels and rapid to complete.

REFERENCES
[1] Bellman S, Mahon M, Triggs E (1996) Evaluation of the E2L toy test as a screening procedure in clinical practice. Br J Audiol. 1996 Aug;30(4):286-96.
[2]Canning D, Arnold L, Boyle P (2008) Development of a paediatric audio-visual test of speech in noise. 10th International Conference on Cochlear
Implants and other Implantable Auditory Technologies, San Diego, CA, April 10-12, 2008
[3] McCormick B (1977) The McCormick Toy Discrimination Test: an aid for screening the hearing of children above a mental age of 2 years. Public Health,
London 91, 67-73.

Words are randomly presented to the subject
whose task is to indicate the corresponding
picture or toy. Testing can be conducted with or
without lip-reading, with an adaptive signal to
noise ratio. A PAVT threshold is adaptively
obtained after each list. Controls are available for
scoring and automatic report generation
indicating the PAVT threshold. The results are
saved in an Access database.

Figure 2: Current software interface, including
selection of test material, calibration, video and audio
options, scoring, access to subject information.

Figure 3: PAVT thresholds (SNR in dB) obtained for
each subject, in audio-visual and audio only conditions.
A lower SNR indicates a better performance. The last
bars on the right denote the mean values. When the
test was performed in audio-visual mode, an average
lip-reading benefit of 8.3 dB was observed compared
to the audio only mode.

Acknowledgements: Mary Hare School for the Deaf, UK
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RESULTS
A pilot study was conducted with twelve cochlear
implant users from a school for the deaf [2]
(Mean age at implantation 3.7 years old, mean
age at testing 12 years old). Audio-visual and
audio only PAVT thresholds were measured. In 
addition, the LIFE UK questionnaire about
classroom listening and importance of speech
reading was completed.
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Bilateral implantation
normal-hearing people and hearing-impaired individuals who use acoustic amplification show significant benefit 
when listening with two ears versus one ear. Binaural benefits include better speech understanding in noise, improved 
localization of sound sources, and improved sound quality and clarity.  Because the safety and efficacy of unilateral 
cochlear implantation is well established, there is a growing trend to provide two devices rather than just one. the posters 
in this section highlight the benefits of two Harmony systems, as well as describe new tools that may help assess listening 
benefit in bilateral implant recipients.

Association for Research in Otolaryngology
February 17–21, 2008, Phoenix, Arizona
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Simultaneous CI-CI

N = 20

CI-only or CI-HA                                 

N = 20

Sequential CI-CI

N = 20

Record:
– Gender
– Age at diagnosis of deafness
– Pre-operative hearing levels
– Age at implantation
– Educational placement (oral/sign)
– Socioeconomic status
– Additional disabilities

Measure:
– Spatial hearing skills
– Parental ratings of listening skills and quality of life
– Cost to the UK National Health Service
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INTRODUCTION

There is a growing trend for patients with bilateral, severe-to-profound
hearing loss to receive a cochlear implant in each ear (1).  Most studies
have examined performance in subjects with sequentially placed devices,
often with a substantial period of time between placement of the first and
second implant.  Relatively few studies have examined performance in
subjects who received two implants at the same time (2)  The primary

purpose of this prospective study is to examine bilateral benefit in
postlingual adults who receive a cochlear implant in each ear during the
same operation.

METHODS

Study Design
A prospective counter-balanced between- and within-subjects design is
used to compare unilateral vs. bilateral benefit and performance with CIS
vs. HiRes.   Subjects use CIS and HiRes each for three months (six
months of device use) in a counterbalanced design, followed by a two-
week replication phase with each strategy (seven months of device use).

Then, subjects use their preferred strategy for one month and are re-
evaluated (eight months of device use).  The data are combined across
sound-processing strategies in this report.  The effect of sound processing
strategy will be examined in a future report when a larger number of
subjects have completed the crossover protocol.

Subjects
Inclusion criteria are:

• Postlingual onset of hearing loss (>6 years of age)

• Pure-tone average >70 dB HL bilaterally
• Duration of severe-to-profound hearing loss <20 years in each ear
• Difference in duration of deafness no greater than 10 years between ears
• Pre-implant HINT sentence score <50% in the best-aided condition.

Fifteen adults have completed the eight-month protocol.  Subject
demographics appear in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Subject  demographics.

*n=14.  Duration of deafness for one subject was 44 years. This subject was enrolled in the

study because there was evidence of residual hearing and auditory function.

Figure 1.  Schematic of direct-connect system.

RESULTS

Speech Perception in Quiet
The CNC results (Figure 3) show that the bilateral scores were higher
than either ear alone at 6 months (p < .01) and at 8 months (p < .05).
There were no significant differences between right and left ears at any

interval.  Bilateral scores improved significantly between 3 and 8
months (p < .01).

Figure 3. Mean CNC word scores over time (n = 15).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study demonstrate improved speech recognition in noise
and localization abilities with bilateral compared to unilateral
performance.  Thus, the findings continue to demonstrate the efficacy of
bilateral implantation for adults with postlingual onset of severe-to-
profound hearing loss, and are consistent with comparable studies of
simultaneously implanted adults (2).    Clinical implications of bilateral

implantation assures that the “better” ear always receives a device and
that overall hearing benefit is maximized.  Specific considerations:

Figure 8. Localization accuracy as a function of number of sectors for right

ear alone, left ear alone, and both implants together.  Chance levels and

data for normal listeners are shown for comparison.

Figure 5.  Binaural redundancy advantage after 8 months of device use

(calculated from the HINT adaptive scores).  Speech and noise both

originate from the front.

Figure 4. Mean HINT-in-quiet scores over time (n = 15).

The HINT-in-quiet results (Figure 4) show that bilateral scores were
significantly higher than the left ear at 3 and 8 months and higher than
the right ear at 6 and 8 months (p < .05).  There were no significant

differences between right and left ears at any interval.  Bilateral scores
improved significantly between 6 and 8 months and between 3 and 8
months (p < .01).

Speech Perception Tests
The following speech perception tests are administered at 3, 6, and 8

months following device activation.  Speech is presented from the
front.

•  CNC words at 60 dB SPL
      Each ear alone and both ears together

•  HINT sentences in quiet at 60 dB SPL
      Each ear alone and both ears together

•  HINT sentences in noise (adaptive paradigm)
      Reception thresholds for Sentences (RTS), expressed in
      signal-to- noise ratio (SNR), where subject achieves 50%

recognition.
      Lower threshold = better performance.
      Noise at 52 dB SPL.  Speech adjusted to obtain SNR.
      9 conditions:

            Each ear alone and both ears together
            With and without spatial separation of speech and noise

Sound Localization
An adaptive sector localization task is used to provide functional

descriptors of directional hearing ability (3).  Sound source locations
corresponding to 12 equally spaced loudspeakers (sectors) (15°
apart) in the horizontal plane in the rear half field were simulated
using HRTFs.  The target sound is a wideband impulse stimulus (a
“gunshot”) randomly roved (+3 dB range) about a comfortable level.

Subjects identify the source location by pointing to a laminated card.
Two sequential presentations of the stimulus are presented from each
source.  Subjects heard two blocks of 12 pairs each.  At the end of
two blocks, if the subject’s 4-sector score was equal to or greater than
60%, two more blocks were administered.  If the 4-sector score was
less than 60%, testing was stopped.  If the subject’s 12-sector score
was equal to or greater than 60%, 4 more blocks were administered.

Prospective Study of Simultaneous Bilateral Cochlear Implantation in Adults

Mary Joe Osberger, Andrew Quick, Dawn Burton Koch
Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA (USA)

1 to 17 yrs*10 yrsDuration Severe/Profound Loss left ear

1 to 17 yrs*9 yrsDuration of Severe/Profound Loss: Right Ear

1 to 52 yrs23 yrsDuration Hearing Loss: Left Ear

2 to 52 yrs23 yrsDuration Hearing Loss: Right Ear

29 to 74 yrs51 yrsAge at implant

Range

(n = 15)

Mean

(n = 15)
Variable

Procedures
Device Placement and Fitting
Subjects are implanted bilaterally during the same surgery with the
HiResolution® Bionic Ear (Advanced Bionics Corporation, Valencia, CA).
Participants are fitted with Auria (or Harmony) behind-the-ear processor

and T-Mic™ approximately one month after surgery.  The volume-setting
on each processor is programmed for bilateral and unilateral listening.

Test Equipment
Speech perception and localization testing is conducted using a direct-
connect system which eliminates the need for a sound booth or speaker

array (3) (Figure 1).  Sound-field testing is simulated using a family of
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) measured with KEMAR (Knowles
Electronics Mannequin for Acoustic Research) at source locations
corresponding to loudspeaker positions appropriate for unilateral or
bilateral testing.  Left-ear and right-ear HRTFs appropriate to the selected
source location and T-Mic characteristics are applied to the test signals
and presented via direct connection to the auxiliary input of the Auria or

Harmony sound processor at a specified presentation level.  The
software/hardware direct-connect system is implemented on a personal
computer.  Custom auxiliary software provides a module for printing
summary reports.  The HRTFs have been validated in subjects with normal
and impaired hearing (4, 5).
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Speech Perception in Noise (HINT Adaptive)
Eleven of the 15 subjects completed the HINT adaptive testing.  Four

subjects did not meet the criterion of a 50% score on the HINT in quiet
required by the HINT adaptive algorithm.  A sample size less than 11
indicates that one or more subjects were unable to complete the task for
one of the conditions required to compute the desired effect.

Binaural Redundancy Advantage
This advantage represents the benefit of two implants in noise where

speech and noise are not spatially separated.  The RTS is compared
between each implant alone and when listening with both implants for
conditions where noise originates from the front. Results for individual
subjects after 8 months of device use are shown in Figure 5.  The
scores are rank ordered from worst to best bilateral RTS.  A lower RTS
indicates a better score.  Table 2 shows that the number of subjects who
demonstrated binaural redundancy effect increased over time.
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Table 2. Percentage of subject demonstrating binaural redundancy.

2/11 (18%)4/11 (36%)3/9 (33%)

Bilateral redundancy

effect compared to

both unilateral
conditions

9/11 (82%)7/11 (64%)7/9 (78%)

Bilateral redundancy
effect compared to at

least one unilateral

condition

8 Months
(n=11)

6 Months
(n=11)

3 Months
(n=9)
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Head Shadow Effect

Head showed is the advantage a listener experiences when listening
with the ear with the better SNR when speech and noise are spatially
separated.  The RTS is compared between listening with one implant
when the noise is on the side of the implant vs. listening with both
implants when the noise originates from that same side.   The results in
Figure 6 and Table 3 show that the head-shadow effect is present in
nearly all subjects after three months of device use and that all subjects

who could perform the adaptive task demonstrated the effect at 8
months.
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Figure 6.  Head shadow advantage after 8 months of device use
(calculated from the HINT adaptive bilateral scores minus unilateral

scores when noise is on same side as unilateral condition) (n = 11).

Table 3. Percentage of subject demonstrating head shadow effect.

10/10 (100%)8/9 (89%)6/7 (86%)

Head shadow for

both noise-right and

noise-left conditions

8 Months

(n = 10)

6 Months

(n = 9)

3 Months

(n = 7)

RESULTS (continued)

Binaural Squelch
Binaural squelch is the additional advantage above the head shadow effect
when adding in the contribution of the ear with the poorer SNR when
speech and noise are spatially separated.  To determine this advantage,

the RTS is compared between listening with one implant when the noise is
on the contralateral side vs. listening with both ears when the noise
originates from that same side. Figure 7 shows the individual difference
scores (unilateral minus bilateral) for noise on the right and noise on the
left at 8 months.  A positive difference score indicates the presence of
binaural squelch effect.  Scores are rank ordered by worst-to-best noise-
right difference scores, and the mean scores are on the right.  Overall, the

binaural squelch effect is small and the variance across subjects is large.
Binaural squelch results over time appear in Table 4.
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Figure 7.  Binaural squelch after 8 months of device use (calculated from

the HINT adaptive bilateral scores minus unilateral scores when noise is on
the contralateral side in the  unilateral condition) (n = 11).

Table 4. Percentage of subject demonstrating binaural squelch.

7/10 (70%)7/10 (70%)5/7 (71%)

Binaural squelch effect

for at least  one noise-

right or noise-left
condition

8 Months
(n=10)

6 Months
(n=10)

3 Months
(n=7)

Localization
Analyses of the localization data revealed better performance with two
implants than one implant at all intervals.  However, bilateral localization
accuracy did not improve appreciably over time, except for a small

improvement in the localization accuracy for 3 sectors.  Figure 8 shows the
mean localization accuracy scores for the 15 subjects at 8 months.  The
percent scores are sown for 2 sectors (ability to discriminate right from left)
up to 12 sectors.  Chance levels are shown as well as the localization
accuracy for normal hearing listeners (3).  The mean results show that
subjects perform at chance levels with one implant.  Mean accuracy
improves with two implants, although the accuracy is still below that of

normal listeners.  However, even the accuracy of the subjects with normal
hearing decreases with the 6- and 12-sector discrimination, indicating the
difficult of this task.
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• It is not possible predict post-implant benefit from preoperative

information
• Variability in unilateral performance may be a result of central

factors and not ear-specific characteristics
• Bilateral function does not reflect independent processing of

input from each ear – it is a function of interconnectivity of input
to the central auditory system

• Benefit from one device may be enhanced by input from the

contralateral ear.
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